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Happy Birthday to You! 
so exfsfance~ on April 61 1988. 
Among the celebration of the days ,events was a balfoon release ,a birth-
day cakel which was cut by Acting President Dillmanl and discounts on 
the 1987 yearbook. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer) 
Students demand some 
changes from PFM in 
quality and services 
By Ed Ward 
Comment staff 
There has been a petition 
circling about the campus this 
week requesting drastic changes 
in the services provided by the 
campus food service, Professional 
Food Management. 
The petition, which has 
garnered over four hundred 
signatures, plainly reads, "We, 
the undersigned, who have used 
the services of PFM during the 
past eight months, petition the 
Acting President and the Board of 
Trustees to either terminate 
PFM's contract or insure the 
improvement and or change of 
the following: ... " The petition 
lists poor food quality, barely 
sanitary condilions, \ack of 
. . 
-unsatisfactory meal ticket planst 
and high prices for commuters 
and guests among. "the areas in 
need or improvement. 
Freshman Michelle Guerin 
spoke on behalf of the group that 
started the petition only a week · 
and a half ago. 
"Our main goal is to just get 
our (recommendations) taken into 
consideration," said Guerin. "The 
food service takes into regard our 
complaints but doesn't seem to 
do very much about them. Even 
the administration has noticed it," 
she claimed, referring to a 
bulletin board in the Flynn 
Dining Commons, upon which 
complaints and replies from PFM 
are posted. "We feel as students, 
we deserve more for our money 
than what we're getting," stated 
Guerin. 
Guerin explained that the 
petition had been started by her 
and a number of her friends. She 
claimed that she has even gotten 
positive support from a friend of 
-· 
. 
bOth of whom thought it was a 
good idea, she explained. 
Guerin reports that the 
response from the campus to the 
petition has been tremendous. 
cont. onp. 4 
Charles Kuralt 'on the road' in Bridgewater 
By Paul Prescott 
Comment staff 
From the corn fields of Iowa to 
the mountains of Colorado, to 
the podium at Bridgewater State 
College Auditorium, Charles 
Kuralt stood at the podium in his 
unassuming manner and started to 
talk in the deep, calming, relaxed 
tone that he's famous for. Last 
night (Wednesday) he spoke to a 
crowded auditorium, keeping. to 
his field of expertise. the pulse of 
rural America. Kuralt expressed 
his opinion that America deserved 
a modestself congratulations for 
its efforts in the last twenty years 
of confronting some of the 
problems that have plagued our 
society. Using examples from his 
experiences t'On the Road," 
Kuralt supported his view that he 
has seen the people of America 
become more just and humane. 
Kuralt continued saying. that 
it's hard to find "the silent 
majority" now ·(as compared to 
twenty years ago) because he 
finds that even the most isolated 
Americans are well informed and 
thus have opinions. The image 
he had of the man sitting on the 
fence watching the world go by 
now 'would give you his opinion 
of'goverment farm subsidies. 
As Kuralt's lecture continued, 
he talked about the "old New 
England attitude" that there's a 
solution to every problem. He 
said that this view has found its 
way into the "very bones" of 
America. He theorized that it 
probably came out of the town 
meeting. "If there is a problem, 
surely a committee will -be 
formed to find the solution." It's 
an attitude that the solution is 
always there, it's just a matter of 
finding it. Kuralt stated that in 
his travels he constantly runs 
into people who· exist to get 
things done and solve problems. 
The best part about these people 
is that there is no motive other 
than to help others. When Kur~t 
talks about the increase in 
patriotism, it's this kind of 
patriotism that he is refering to 
and he does agree that it's· become 
frequent in his y~ reporting On 
the Road. 
At this point in his lecture, 
Kuralt asked for questions. In 
response to the question, "How 
do you get people to relax· while 
you're interviewing them?" he 
said that it helped to bald and fat 
because he was less intim-
idating." 
In response to another question 
he said he develops his stories 
from letterst and by just en-
countering them. He organizes 
letters according to states, and 
when he crosses a state line he 
looks in that category. 
To 0 What is your favorite 
story?" he answered that he finds 
stories about people who ar~ 
eccentric the most interesting. 
For example, he mentioned the 
story he did about a fanner who 
always hated farming, and 
dreamed about boating around the 
world. The man went to the town 
library, and from books built a 
65 foot ~teel yacht in his 
backyard using a tractor engine 
and colored ashtrays for running 
lights. Then he auctioned off his 
farm, traveled to the nearest 
harbor, and sailed off. He .has 
since sent Kuralt postcards from 
locations around the world. 
After concluding the question 
and answer period, Acting 
President Dillman presented 
Kuralt with a Bridgewater State 
College medallion and a Bri-
dgewater State College sweat-
shirt. Dillman then· 11 chall-
enged" Kuralt to wear it on one 
of his stories. 
On the road- Charles Kuralt speaks with faculty members af the dinner 
before his lecture Wednesday night.(Staffphoto by Paul Cournoyer.) 
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Katherine Brady shows some seif-defense 
techniques at her discussion on Date 
Rape held April 5th in the Campus 
Center Ballroom.(Staffphoto by Paul Cournoyer.) 
SGA Congress accepts new campaign 
rules for candidates 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
The Student Government 
Association passed a motion 
which altered the rules 
concerning SGA elections. 
This was done at the meeting 
held Tuesday, April 5. 
Elections Director Elizabeth 
Halla! and Brent Rossi in-
troduced the motion, which 
would replace the existing 
rules with ones they hope will 
create less confusion for the 
candidates and the directors of 
the election.Rossi spoke on 
behalf of the motion, and listed 
the new rules and changes. He 
restated the fact that candidates 
and their supporters may not 
block or obstruct the progress 
of people who wish to walk 
through the voting area. "This 
means they must stand off to 
the side," said Rossi. 
He also restated the rule that 
said a candidate may not cam-
paign within the double door 
area where ·the ·polling is 
talcing place~ 'This is the area 
where the tables are set up [for 
voting]." This would eliminate stated, "posters, handbills, etc. 
problems of where a candidate must be placed on bulletin 
can campaign. boards designated for general 
Rule four was questioned by announcements in buildings 
Congressperson Patrick Pearce. with bulletin boards so 
The rule said that no slips of designated ... " 
paper may be handed out to The SGA questioned which 
potential voters passing buildings the flyers could be 
through the double door area. posted in. The old rules stated 
Pearce wanted a clarification of that the signs could not be 
the definition of 'potential placed in any of the academic 
voters.' buildings, but under Rossi's 
Rossi replied to this proposal, they could. 
question by saying that this Several congresspersons felt 
measure is being taken to that this rule was too vague, 
avoid what he called the "gre.at for it did not define in what 
lollipop caper" of last year. buildings the handbills could 
This was the situation in be placed, except to say those 
which former SGA President which contained general 
Deborah Sammon's victory announcement bulletin boards. 
was q~estioned. This happened Congressperson John Burns 
after she was seen handing out questioned Rossi, stating that, 
lollipops that had flyers .. 'the library does not want the 
attatched, asking students to flyers hanging in their buil-
vote for .her. Rossi felt this .. ding, and they should not be 
clarified what could and could forced to have them in there. ti 
not be done. Rossi made a proposal to 
A big furor erupted over the the Congress which ammended 
fifth rule; where ap.d how a the fifth rule to say that"this 
candidate's posters and hand- would pertain to the "rules of 
bills could be displayed. Part the Campus Center." He also 
of the motion in question· cont. on p. 4 
~atherine Brft~X ~~~!,~~ ~~r tape ~~p~rience .... 
B:Chrisline Howard . ·. . . which in~;:~~;!::;~r:i1:ti~;/'~n·~~'i,~}!~!~~Jt'~;tt: ·now~ -··~,~~(iown'me dftMteft~, \'f?mtfm ~5tf •• -.bJ''~~~. C0tnment staff :vulnerable parts ·of the attacker's. might .be one ofJhem," she said. going to about your five the most damaging; sadness over 
·. bodY ~ the groi~. kidneys, nose,. "Y~u m~ght haye buried it so victims?" being tak_en ad".:antage of by a i'..atherine Brady haS traveled a ,. eyciS', ears. Also, ff· you are' long like r did that it cornes IJP Brady said the most important : loved one or friend; self abuse .}ifo~long journey from Victim;:tO:, • ·. :wearing·heels, lhey can~be used . ·and hits y:ou like it hit me in my thing fora victim to do is to talk Which in,cludes chemical abuse, sunr,ivor. A victim of incest, she to step on the assailant's foot, or .eighth year of marriage.~ .What about the· experience; so it wiii proNems with food, and work~ was molested by her father. She to scrape his or her shin. Also, if are you going to do, that's the . not; be ·repressed.· The most ah~lism; anxiety, and promis-esc-aped into the· "perfect the assailant is wearing glasses, bottom line. I'm going to throw common emotions experienced· cmty. 
marriage" and became a victim of you can use these to your .----mill! .... ----··---... -......... .-----------------• mafital rape. She decided to speak advantage, by pushing them into 
out about her experiences(" a.Ua :the bii~~e, oftQe~sailru)t's nose': 
~bout incest, child abuse, and dafe 
rape, in general, to help her to . She also recommends taking 
stop being a victim and start advantage of the extra adrenalin in 
being a survivor. your system, and running -
"There are too many victims always in the direction you are 
c and: and too many ·victimizers in 'facing. She added that you should 
th~s.country, and I want to stop not stop and say, 11 'O~, Mr. 
it(" . the petite blonde told tile Mugger, are. you (l)rj.ght? I didn't 
small audience in the Campus mean to hurt you." ·. · · 
Center Ballroom Tuesday night 
_ 
in her presen_tation on date rape~ Brady illustrated · how a 
Brady is the bestselling author . seemingly innocent situation .can 
of Fathers Days, wh.ic~ be dangerou.s, by calling two 
chronicles her experiences as a~ . volunteers from . th~; audience, 
victim. She -began speaking oh who played the roles. of J6e. and 
the college circuit eight years Jane. Joe, the experienced sopho-
ago. The purpose of her more takes pure, innocent 
presentation is to mruce· people · . fresl;iman.Jane out for dinner~ Joe 
aware of the problem, and to invifes.i9ne back to.his room "to·· 
encourage them to develop a plan watch a movie, and just cuddle on 
for preventing themselves from· the couch,'.' after all he did spend 
becoming victims. "Many ~ple a lot of money on dinner, and she 
don't.have a plan and that's the owe·s it to him. So •. pure Jane 
key,u Brady said. ignores the warnings her instincts 
Her plan was karate lessons. "I · are sending her, and goes with 
was being victimized and I didn't him, right into a date rape. 
like it," she said. 11It took me Brady said that one in seven 
about three years in karatejust to college women reported being 
learn to scream." .... raped by an acquaintance. She 
She added that screaming is took these results from a study 
one method of self--Oefense, and in · 
some situations it ·may be the 
only available one. "If you want. 
to know one thing to do, just go 
home and practice screaming'" 
she said.She recruited a·volunteer 
from the audience to help ·her 
demonstrate some other methods, 
done at Kent State, with 7 ,000 
resj}ondents, 50 rercent male, 50 
percent female .. 4.3% of the male 
subjects reported ·that they had 
used force threats of coercion to 
obtain sex, but did not feel that 
they had committed rape. 
0 Iwant you to thinkabout one 
more stat. Each of you knows 
As an actor and director, he has always gone to the edge, 
taking us places we'd never seen before. Easy Rider, Bl:ueVelvE:}t, Rivers Edge. 
Now; in 1988, we find duector Dennis Hopper iri the str~ets of Los Angeles. 
In a war zone where gang members and innocent people alike are killed 
over territorial emblems o:f red anctiblue. Over COLORS. And again, 
• he tq;kes.:u5 places weve never seen before with the first realistic 
motion picture about tb.e war against street g'angs. 
To do it he has brought together an extraordinary cast and c1ew. All of them 
sharing a fierce devotion to the director's vision. And leading the cast. 
·tw"c? J.notion picture act9,rs ol unparall~led intensity; 
A ROBERT H. SOLO PRODUCTION A DENNIS HOPPER FILM 
SEAN PENN ROBERT DtN~ "COLORS" MARIA CONCffiTA ALONSO Co-Producer PAUL LEWIS Music by HERBIE HANCOCK 
Director of Photography HASKELL WEXLER, A.S. C. Screenplay by MICHAEL SCHIFFER Story by MICHAEL SCHIFFER and RICHARD DILELLO Produced. by ROBERT H. SOLO 
R lllllTlllCTED lllJl; DireciedbyDENNJSHOPPERSfl:Ql\lj_~ PMlsbyDeLu.xe• IX)\"'"".'......,\• UMD!l'J I 1 ftfQUllllS ACCOMl'HTllfG SOIJN1>TRACK Al.BUM A.VA.Il.ABUON WARNE:R !ROS [l] mMIO -. a • . "'"'' 1 ~"11"0''0 mm oi iouu 11uH011N ® R.tcoRDs TA.PIS .vm coMP>.(;T ol.ICS J.'ffli!t ... , 1 _ An OlfiOl'f P!CTURl"iS Release --
. 
· ,_1Q88011onPu:11.11ei;Cor~1<Uioti AllA'9hlsRestrvf:(] 
. STARTS APRIL 15th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE. 
Attempt to block purchase 
of SGA sweatshirts fails 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
A last minute motion, which 
would have prohibited the Stu-
dent Government Association 
from using their funds to buy 
themselves sweatshirts and other 
SGA gifts without the approval 
of the Congress, failed at Tuesday 
night's meeting, by a 7-10-0 
vote. 
Congressperson Patrick Pearce 
introduced this motion after 
Treasurer Sharon Cignetti made 
an announcement, stating that 
she was making up a list of those 
people "who wanted to receive a 
sweatshirt." · 
When asked where the money 
was coming from and who was 
paying for this, Cignetti an-
swered that, "We can take it out 
of public affairs or it. can come 
. from the leadership weekend." 
Cignetti also stated that the 
Executive Board members were 
the ones whc decided to get 
sweatshirts fur the SdA. 
Pearce immediately announced 
his motion, which prohibited the 
SGA from doing such actions, 
unless the Congress approves it 
After a brief discussion, a vote 
was called, and the motion went 
unresolved 7-4-6. The motion 
stayed on the floor, due to 
numerous abstentions. 
Hayes made the statement that 
the sweatshirts "fell under the 
same idea as the Christmas 
gifts," and saw no reason for this 
motion. 
Cignetti backed down on her 
position, telling the Congress, 
"decide for yourselves where the 
money should come from. Pay 
for the sweatshirts yourselves; I 
don't care." 
Congressperson Bill Bilodeau 
made it clear to the Congress that 
people would love to jump on 
this issue, "if they found out that 
the Congress intended to use the 
student's money for personal 
gain." 
But Congressperson Graci eta 
DeAbreu did not see a problem 
with the SGA receiving 
sweatshirts in this manner. "I do 
not feel that these are for personal 
gain These are all just morale 
boosters for the SGA. I do not 
need these gains, like the 
nameplates."· 
"Decide for yourselves 
where the money 






Why? Consider this~ More students 
increase their scores after taking a Kaplan 
prep course than after taking anything else. 
Why? Kaplaris test-taking techniques 
and educational programs have. 50 years 
of experience behind them. We know 
students. And we know what helps boost 
their confidence and scoring potential. 
So if you rieed preparation for the: LSAT, 
GMAT, MCAT, GRE, DAT, ADVANCED 
MEDICAL BOARDS, TOEFL, NURSING 
BOARDS, NTE, CPA, INTRO. TO LAW; 
SPEED READING, or others, call us. 
Why be at a disadvantage? 
. !KAPLAN 
. STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
Get the Kaplan advantage 
Covenient Braintree classes for 
the June LSAT and GMAT will begin 
on 4/16. Call today, tonight, this weekend. 
266-TEST 
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P a c k a q e Hand I er s Part Time 
College Students: 
THERE'S ONLY 
ONE PLACE TO 
GO AND THAT'S 
OPS! 
• for package handler positions that earn 
$8-9/hour 
• for flexible day and evening shifts 
• for full time benefits with a part time position 
• for friendly people and fun 
'.'T:,<;:,:·:·~·\'.'~f·~:'.f~':)::":!:fi'~~'~f:~ !·,:'.:\'i'_'.i·,.fo~{;':,fill;1.'.f\···~.·.~·'.·f:~?~·;·:.' ~ .'_>,,:~··>1 .tz· ·, . >'.' .,·:; ... " ·.,f .. '.'.'."~-·.:'_.· , ...,, , 1'.. !, :;. . · ·. ·:_ '··::·: _ -.>' ·/·'·, ·· . . : . .'-: :-. . . 
, . . .. ·· : arockt. 9n, OR Contactthe Student Employ-
ment Referral Office :for more information. · 
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Food service changes wanted 
cont.from p. 1 
"We've gotten four hundred 
signatures so far, and we haven't 
even started yet," she stated. 
The petition was not, however. 
even mentioned at the Food 
Service Committee meeting held 
Wednesday night at 6:30 p.m. in 
the Flynn Dining Commons of 
Tillinghast Hall. 
The ·meeting, moderated by 
Mela Dutka of Student Services, 
provided an open forum for 
discussion between students and 
PFM management. 
The representatives of PFM 
explained early on i~ the meeting 
that they are willing to try to get 
items that students don't like off 
the menu and key in on those 
that students do like. They did 
express that they need specifics. 
"Telling us that the food sucks 
doesn't tell us anything," stated a 
PFM representative~ 
Students attending the meeting 
complained about the lack of 
nutritious vegetarian meals, so 
called mushy vegetables, filthy 
plates and silverware, incon-
sistency in taste and preparation 
and the lack of choices at meal 
times, among others. 
The students suggested many 
recommendations which PFM 
representatives appeared very 
receptive to. The student requests 
included the posting of 
ingredients of meals, providing 
more stir fry meals, posting 
menus in areas outside of the 
dining halls and adjusting. meal 
ticket policies to include a IO 
meal plan and to create a 
convenience proviso so that 
up-coming meals could be 
checked off for guests. 
The PFM representatives made 
no promises but did express that 
they would try to adjust their 
service accordingly. They also 
explained that it is difficult to 
meet all· of the needs of such a 
large campus, but that they will 
be ~nd have been trying to do so. 
Guerin expressed disappoint-
ment after the meeting. She 
claimed that a number of the 
major· issues were not addressed 
or were avoided. 
"I'm still planning on going 
through with the petition," she 
stated, "hoping that the Board of 
Trustees will do something about 
it. I feel Lhat the administration is 
mostly on our side, and they will 
help as much as they can, but it's 
mostly up to the students." 
the meeting. "The trouble with 
this campus is that silence is the 
voice of complacency." She 
continued, "They sit there and 
they grumble to their roommate, 
they don't show up to the 
meeting and they don't do 
anything." 
"That's the problem, and it's 
not just food service. It's 
anything on this campus. 
Nobody does anythingt '' stated 
Peterson. She concluded with an 
analogy, "Everybody complains 
about how cold the room is but 
nobody gets up to close the damn 
window." 
Election rules 
cont.from p. 3 
stated that in order to avoid 
further confusion regarding the 
other buildings on campus, he 
would personally supply the 
candidates with a list of 
administrators to contact "to 
see if and where. they· can be 
placed and stamped." 
When asked if the handbills 
could be placed in the Campus 
Center Commuter Cafeteria, 
Rossi replied, "PFM (Pro" 
fessional Food Management) 
does not like them down there, 
Freshman Jennifer Peterson, but the Center says it's fine. 
also a member of the petition As far as I'm concerned, they 
group, stated her disgust at the can go there." 
meager student participation at With all the ammendments 
the meeting. accepted by the Congress, the 
"The apathy around here is election rules went up for a 
incredible,'f she stated. She vote. The vote was favorable, 
Wanted: nutritious food 
for Burrill Ave. machines 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
Students and faculty at the 
Burrill Avenue building are 
asking the administration of 
Bridgewater State College to 
allow the current vending 
machines to be stocked with 
more nutritious food, instead 
of the food now available. 
Currently, there are 
machines in the building 
which offer soda, coffee, chips, 
cookies, and other unhealthy 
types of food. The people. who 
are in this facility for the 
whole day, are asking for food 
which is better for them. 
According to members of 
the Social Work Community 
Organizing Class, who work at 
Burrill, "we have approached 
Vice President David Deep 
about this situation and he was 
very receptive lo the idea of 
stocking the machines with a 
better quality of food." 
·A survey of 382 students, 
which was conducted by the 
group found that 345 of those 
surveyed would like to see a 
vending machine carry better 
selections of food, while 313 
said they would purchase food 
from such a machine on a 
regular basis. 
Of the foods which they said 
they would like to see offered 
in the machines, juices (290), 
fruits (266), and sandwiches 
(243) topped the list of 
participants. 
Milk and yogurt (191 and 
180 respectively) were also 
prime candidates. 
The surveys were conducted 
outside the bookstore, in the 
Burrill A venue student lounge. 
and in various classes in 
Burrill. 
.9Lcting 
Representatives of PFM 
addressed aU the complaints and 
tried to explain the reasons 
behind some of the problems 
especially the preparation and 
sanitary aspects. They explained 
that the dishes and silverware are 
being washed by an old machine 
but that labor is · their major 
-problem, resulting in incon-
sistency and inefficiency. 
p<)inted out that onl~ twenty to. .. . . (.\Jld the motionpassed .13-4-L 
' twent)' five studen~ 1h~d"'att~tid:~~,R~,f'.i: '{"'i'!v•:c;;;:;;;ih"i"·••:'.ll!!\:'''ll;:°''.,tii!'~~~.:~,-·'.•:;~::•11!!:"':'.,,'. ..,, •••••. ·~l--.~~·.;.,.:;.{jt.,,,,f,,.w•:f'•r•''#IW%''++::J·''·*'""'•:•o:w:: ..... 
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P•Trl!•~ .Ki:•.l'ld<i•-.~-K'-1111~·1s1111just•a•sealllisy•to•getmlailllls1Cliilis;.;t6;;u5e;.;,For;;. ;;;i' FREE 
3 :mteo tirn~ oroer your Jbstens college nng through 
1rn.1r JQscens saieS reoresemauve:or the l:looi<store 
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DID YOU MISS l)S ?;?? .·. . 
Just giVE) 4~.:~c,illl; :VV~'Ube .. ... . .. < G~M&Rl\}: happy to help you order ·· · .···· ··.· ,~: .. , · ,, ..... . : ... ,~,·:,,.;, .. ·. 
You.r BRIDG. ·E··w· . ,A'T .. E····.R. JOSTENS JOAN JENARn ""' (401) 333-5430 
STATE COLLEGE RING. P.O. Box 7144 
Cumberland, RI 02864 
2\pbert 
'Di{{ man 
.9Ln Open 'Discussion 
2Lpri{11th 7pgy[ 
..'There: wi{{6e refre§liments 
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Pre-approved credit &~00 cash back. 
If you've received orvvill receive your bachelor's degree from a 4-year college, or graduate degree from an accredited institution between October l, 1987 and Jan uar~' 3 l, 1984, you can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. \Ve can give vou )re-a) 1rovcd crclft th·) 0 ~ ••••••••-lll••llll•ll!ne_w,, ,,,, o~r . n :•1 ~CJ', , tf Q'nt~'o "t \e'ne\,f 4i>i'~~1rsbftru¢ks. . listed below and only if you take deliyery by December 31, 1988. 
, Ask your dealerabout otherretailincentives wfoch may be 
Tempo 
avaiJable, too. , · '. 
· For more information, call this toll-free number: 1-800-321-1536 .. 0rsee vour New England Ford Dealer today. 







. \ New England Ford Dealers ·L==:::..:..'--~--:---_..__..· No one knows New Englanders bettet 
,, 
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ViewJ)oint 
opinions & editorials 
Presidential search Jackson's attempts at foreign 
committee does not rel~tions emb~rra11s the CJ_.~ •. Candidate's grandstandmg detrimental to nations image 
need an expensive 
"tutor" 
The Bridgewater State College Presidential Search 
Committee, after only two meetings, is preparing to hire 
one of the most expensive· 'tutors' in the college's 
history, at a cost of more than $21,000. 
Presidential Search Consulting Service, a non-profit 
organization, is the firm which Bridgewater is looking 
toward to help them find the college a new president. 
How easy would it be for the BSC committee to "pass 
the buck" along to a group which has more time, energy, 
and facilities to find the college a candidate? Real easy. 
The PSCS process will consist of their conducting an 
extensive survey of the college to find out what the actual 
needs of the college are. This information will then be 
compiled and given to our search committee and they 
v..ril1'~e over from there, under the watchful eye of their 
tutor. The total process, according to PSCS, would be 
completed quickly, and it would be feasible to have a 
president appointed by the fall of 1988. 
This compilation of information, plus "other tutorial 
actions' 1 would total. $19,000, plus another $2,000 for 
"expenses." This is the cost of our committee deciding 
they need help. · · 
The Board of Regents developed the presidential 
search committee for a reason - because they felt this was 
an eff~cti\lf 111eth9d of choosing a president. Our search 
1 committed1as h:ardly begun1.~,·li~dwi':Jlt;j0-s"a:s.d"ati~J:~"' 
they feel that it is a task beyond their capabilities. There 
is nothing wrong in asking for help, but the search 
committee should at least attempt the task before 
declaring it impossible. One must n·ow question how 
effective our search committee is and how much work 
they will actually do. 
They cannot, nor should the community expect them 
to, sit back and let PSCS do their work for them. If our 
committee members believe that they cannot do theii job, 
then they should not be on the committee. Capable and 
qualified workers are needed to be successful. 
The last presidential search revealed the problems that 
can occur when the search committee does not do its 
homework. Just as a student cannot pass the test with the 
help of a tutor, if lie or she does not study, PSCS cannot 
be an effective tutor if the search committee does not do 
its homework first. 
A .short note of thanks 
to unknown students 
To the Editor: 
My. thanks to the two students who anonymously turned in tc 
Student Services my pocketbook, which I had fooHshly left on the 
steps of Boyden Hall on Friday morning. A good deed such as this 
reaffirms my faith in humanity. 
JanetRocap 
Business Manager 
EdTrwnd F.. Ward 
Copy Editor 
Karen.Hayes The 
By Chris Perra 
Special to The Comment 
Maybe I should fly to Panama 
today, and make an appointment 
with General Noriega. I'm sure I 
know much more about how to 
negotiate and deal with foreign 
leaders than does the State 
Department. 
You may think this ridiculous 
and you would be right. A private 
citizen, such as myself, has no 
place interfering with the job of 
the State Department. But that is 
just what presidential candidate 
Jesse Jackson has done - again. 
I am not sure what he thinks 
he is accomplishing with these 
trips. What kind of experience 
does I ackson have? He is a 
minister and was active in the 
Civil Rights movement. He has 
never held office and has never 
had any experience with the State 
Department or in diplomacy. 
In The Middle 
Jesse Jackson has met the head 
of the P.L.O., Yassir Arafat; the 
leader ofLybia, Colonel K.hadafi; 
the leader of Cuba, Fidel Castro, 
and the leader of Syria, President 
Asaad. The only meeting that 
produced anything was the 
meeting with Asaad. It appeared 
that Jackson negotiated the 
release of an American 
serviceman; however, it was 
more of an incident designed to 
embarass the United States 
governmer:it. How does it look to 
have a private citizen skirt the 
United States government and 
obtain release of a Navy aviator? 
The only thing that Jackson 
has succeeded in doing with any 
of these trips is to make himself 
look like a grandstander looking 
for media exposure and attention. 
Only this recent letter doesn't 
seem to be working. Jackson 
won't tell very much about it and 
is trying to downplay it now. 
How is the State Department 
supposed to do its job when it is 
being undermined by a private 
citizen who thinks he can do 
what they cannot? Jackson is 
being used by the people he 
meets with. These people will 
grab the chance to decry the 
"uncompromising" U.S. 
government and to praise the 
efforts of the "understanding and 
reasonable" Jesse Jackson. 
Unfortunately, there is no law 
to prevent a citizen, who has the 
right, to meet with foreign 
leaders if he wishes. There is also 
no law against getting inter-
national television coverage 
showing him smiling and 
shaking hands and talking with 
these foreign powers. But then 
again, there isn't any law against 
stupidity and ignorance either. 
SGA should not be concerned 
Wit1i administration's bn1~itre~1*0'~~iJ~Jfh 
Commentary 
By Mona R. McNamara 
Comment staff 
ments presented at the Congress 
meeting on Tuesday night. 
The problem with the reso-
lution is that the SGA cannot 
legislate to Boyden what hiring 
and firing should occur. If 
The SGA last week held its Metrano was to be rehired it 
· meeting as scheduled and endorsed would not be a good career deci-
a resolution concerning the poss- sion for him, as he has only been 
ible return of Tony Metrano. at his current position for a few 
. Tony Metrano left Bridgewater months. 
State College last year under Secondly, if the administration 
questionable circumstances ac- wants him back then they may 
cording to the members during hire him back. But having stu-
the ·meeting on the 29th of dents meddle in the affairs of 
:March. Boyden especially in this affair, 
From what was stated during may hurt their chances rather than 
the meeting, Mr. Metrano was· help them. No person or organ-
invaluable to the students he izatfon likes being told what they 
wo~~d with. He was an apparent · can and can't ·do, even if it is a 
asset not only to the international . soft recommendation from stu-
students but veterans as well; dents. 
f~rthennore, his d\lties were di-
. vided between Dean Jones and 
Tim Millerick who ·do . a 
wonderful job but a third person 
is needed .. These were the argu-
If the students in the Inter-
nationat Club wish to make their 
voices· heard they should do il 
without the aid of the SGA, for 
this may have a very negative 
effect on the SGA - Boyden 
relations. 
Finally, since this is a very 
touchy issue and the SGA is here 
to serve the students as a link 
between Boyden and the student 
body, it would be in the SGA's 
best interest not to try to fix the 
situation. For example, they 
should work against tuition 
hikes, or work at making the 
SGA more influential than it 
currently is. The Metrano issue is 
a cause that the SGA may lose, 
and lose in a big way. If the SGA 
loses, it most likely will dampen 
the morale of the membership 
and hinder its future effectiveness. 
The SGA should remember the 
following theory, It Grant me the 
courage to change the things I 
can, the strength to accept what I 
cannot and the wisdom to know 
the difference. 11 
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Are you a member of a club or 
organization on campus? If so, 
has your group ever had problems 
with the Student Government 
Association (SGA)? If you have, 
now is your opportunity to make 
a difference for the future. 
If you happen to be a member 
of the Student Council for 
Exceptional Children, the Society 
for the Advancement of Man-
agement Science, the American 
Marketing Association, the Ac-
counting and Finance Club, 
APICS, the Bible Talks Club, 
the Psychology Club, the Bio-
logy Club, MassPIRG or Sigma 
Chi, you alr~ady know how 
difficult it is to deal with SGA. 
If you don't happen to be a 
member of any of these clubs, 
you may or may not understand 
the problems that an unfriendly 
and inept SGA can cause your 
organization. To understand the 
dangers of dealing with SGA, we 
must first try to explain a little 
bit about what SGA is and does. 
Student government is ess-
entially what it sounds like, that 
is, a government made up of 
students who represent students. 
It is a small scale representative 
form of government based on the 
United States model. It comes 
complete with a little Congress, 
a figurehead President and ·a 
kangaroo Student Court, based 
Rev. Jackson will lead 
the Democratic party 
to November demise 
Campaign '88 
By Collin Manzo 
Special to the Comment 
On Saturday March 26, Jesse 
Jackson scored a stunning and 
unexpected victory in the 
Michigan caucus. The victory 
only did it legitimize the black 
presidential candidate's campaign, 
it put him in competition for the 
Democratic party's nomination. 
While Jackson outpolled 
Governor Mike Dukakis in 
popular votes 107,689 to 55,337, 
it more importantly boosted the 
Jackson campaign at the ex~nse 
of an inevitable Dukakis 
nomination. 
stopped by the party uniting 
behind another candidate, 
probably Dukakis. This would 
surely send a negative message to 
black American:;. 
If Jackson does well in the 
coming primaries, and if he can 
hold out for a convention fight, 
the results could spell disaster for 
The key to this convention 
dilemma may be in the hands of 
Tennesee Senator Al Gore. Since 
his super Tuesday victories in the 
South, Gore has done virtually 
nothing in getting more 
delegates. However, Gore could 
turn over his_ delegates to 
Dukakis, putting Dukakis over 
the top and giving him a first 
ballot nomination - in turn for 
the party to fashion a 
Dukakis-Gore ticket. With Gore's 
southern strength, it could be a 
(very) roughly on the U.S. Sup-
reme Court Elections are held for 
all of the positions in this 
government every year in April. 
In contrast to our national 
government, this government has 
no power to legislate anything to 
you or me (regardless of what it 
might think) because we, the 
students, have not provided it . 
with the right to do so. 
Someone (perhaps SGA itselt) 
did, however, provide this gov-
ernment with the right to tax. If 
you hadn't noticed the SGA tax 
(I'm sorry, fee) on your tuition 
bill yet, take a closer look next 
time. It's twenty four dollars. 
Collectively, the total revenue 
generated for the SGA rises to 
above two hundred thousand 
dollars. 
This rather large sum of 
money is disbursed by the SGA 
as it sees fit. It is in the disbursal 
of funds that SGA becomes 
important to clubs and organ-
izations. These funds are their 
lifeblood. Events, clubs, and 
ideas live and die by the decisions 
of the Student Government. 
That's fine. I can, and I believe 
most of us can, accept that. After 
all, some limitations must be 
imposed; not all ideas are good 
ones which should be followed 
through. What I cannot accept is 
when requests are made for an 
idea which shows merit, or a club 
or event which needs help and 
are denied on the basis of poor 
presentation or lack of concern. · 
During my two years as an 
SGA senator, I have seen changes 
come and go, I've seen corruption 
come and go, and I've seen many 
faces come and go, but what I've 
seen all along are good projects 
rejected, good ideas squelched, and 
reasonable budgets slashed, all 
because of SGA, and that's the 
problem. 
The solution is simple. Prop 
up your own candidates for SGA 
Congress, run for office yourself, 
or support candidates who sup-
port your organization. A friendly 
vote on the SGA Congress can 
stack the odds in your favor, at 
the mere cost of attending the 
SGA meeting one night a week 
for your candidate. 
"Stacking the odds" sounds so 
harsh and even possibly unfair. It 
is and it isn't. Both the U.S. 
system of government and SGAs 
are based on the principle of 
majority rule. Stacking the odds 
by electing your candidates is just 
the proper exercise of your rights. 
Besides the benefit that your 
candidate can off er for your 
interests, he or she would un-
doubtedly have a positive effect 
on SGA. The membership of 
SGA would include more 
students who care about students 
and clubs on campus and less of 
those who just want to put SGA 
down as an activity on their 
resume. 
Nomination papers are avail-
able this week but only for a 
short time. I suggest that you 
pick them up soon if you are 
going to heed my advice. · 
To. the organizations and clubs 
I mentioned before, think of all 
the things you lost out on 
because you didn't have the 
support. Think about how things 
might have been different if your 
senator was sitting in judgment 
of your ideas. 
And to all of the other 
organizations who may not !1.::ive 
had problems with SGA, I 
suggest that you learn by 
example rather than experience. 
Two days before the Michigan 
caucuses, Dukakis had held a 
comfortable lead in the Michigan 
polls, was enjoying the prestige · 
of being the Democratic front 
runner and was courting New 
York Governor Mario Cuomo for 
an endorsement for the critical 
New York primary on April 19. 
Talks between Dukakis and 
Cuomo had been going on since 
January~ and with Dukakis doing 
so well, it appeared Cuomo was 
ready to endorse him. This was 
before the Michigan primary. 
. boost for the Democrats in 
November. Although it may 
seem to be pushing Jackson out 
of the picture, it could be 
possible to off er . Jackson the 
party chairmanship, a Cabinet 
position, and even a significant 
voice. It is important to keep 
Jackson content by giving hini a 
role, which would have impact in 
reaching the. party•s same goal of 
winning the White House. 
Jackson has earned that right, yet 
to have him on the national 
ticket would decrease the pac1.) s 
chance of winning the White 
House. 
The great tuition hike race is on 
Jackson's showing in 
Michigan, and his growing 
support as a nationally legitimate 
candidate now poses, a dilemma 
for the. Democf'atic party. If 
Jackson goes to the convention 
with enough delegates to win the 
nomination, the party may ~o 
nothing to stop him, however, it 
is difficult to believe that a black 
presidential candidate can win the 
White House iri November. 
With Jackson's success it now 
beoornes more difficult for one 
candidate to win enough delegates 
for a first-ballot nomination. 
This would force the party to 
work out a deal, and if .Jackson 
has the most delegates and decides 
to "fight it out0 for the 
nomi~ation, he could only be 
Will state college students be the winners or the losers? 
The party may be able to avoid 
Perspectives 
By John Burns 
Comment staff 
· such conventional turmoil if · One of the things I've learned 
· Dukakis ·can regain. his front as a long-distance runner is that 
runner stature by scoring big pacing yourself is important- to 
victories in the rest of the finishing a race well. Apparently 
primaries - which include New Chancellor Franklyn Jenifer has 
York; Ohio, and California. This · had. some training in ·this area, 
would give him the ID()mentt11I1 .. because his plan to raise tuition 
to dictate a strong case. for· costs at state colleges was timed 
nomination, if the nomination perfectly. 
process goes beyond a first-vote. Every step was carefully 
This _would make dealing with · plotted out to . have maximum 
Jackson easier and could solidify chance of passing, and a 
the party for November, setting minimum of complaints possible 
the framework for the Democrat's. from students. He introduced the 
demise in November. idea while half of the state 
colleges were on spring break, 
and started hearings while the 
other half wen~ gone. Finally, 
the . vote t~l pass or fail the 
motion will· take place - you got 
it - during summer vacation. 
Jenifer is almost certain to 
keep a hand in the ·process, 
"coaching" ·the· regents through 
the passage or' the hikes, but 
there is still a chance to create a 
serious cramp in his side on the 
back straightaway. 
He's gotten off the line fast, 
and pulled out to a quick lead 
(one of my favorite strategies) 
This is to his advantage because 
it is more difficult to take over 
the lead than to hold it. What 
will help us though, as students, 
is that if we can take that lead, it 
will be ~wen harder for him to 
regain it 
The key to getting ahead of 
him is letting the regents know 
that we are more strongly against 
this proposal than Jenifer is for 
it, and we have a perfect 
opportunity to do just that. 
The next meeting of the Board 
of Regents is scheduled for this 
coming Tuesday, April 12, at 
UMass, Amherst. Student lead-
ers have organized a rally to let 
the regents know that the tuition 
plan is opposed. In order for it to 
be effective, though, there has to 
be a good showing., 
We have to break Jenifer's 
. stride if we want to win this race. 
Let's pick up the pace and run 
him into the ground. 
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Arts, entertainment and features 
"Streetcar Named Desire" to stop at BSC 
Lapides and Gallagher to star in Ensemble Theatre's production of classic tale. 
By Lynnai Orlando 
Comment staff 
The Theat:0 Jepartment and 
Ensemble The&t.-e are presenting 
this classic American tale of 
passion, April 21, 22, and 23 at 
8:00 p.m., and the 24th at 7:00 
p.m. Professor Stephen Levine is 
directing the production and the 
cast consists of Laurie Lapides as 
Blanche DuBois; Don Gallagher 
as her nemesis, Stanley 
Kowalski; Beth Barry as her 
sister, SteIIa; and K.F. Jackson 
as her suitor, Mit~h. Rounding 
out the cast are Laurie Andruk, 
Michael Leonard, Shalaan 
( '<.•v. art, and Donna Foster. 
Thomas Lanier "Tennesse" 
Williams won acclaim for hiS 
1947 production of 1Streetcar,r 
and ·later recei~ed ·the Pulitzer 
Prize,' as well as his second 
critics' circle award. 
In theplay, ·Blanche DuBois~ 
overhurdened with the: old faII'iily 
niarision debts, has had to work 
for a living; teaching ID the tOWn 
· · her 
t~''t\\"\ftf 
thereby makes cle~i- it is gone. 
... :She seeks to· preserv~ the vitality 
· ; sbe::.no idnger, feets. pulsing 
as a harlot, she is told to leave 
town. 'Streetcar' opens with her 
attempt to escape her past at her 
sisterts shabby home in New 
Orleans .. Her sister welcomes her, 
but Stella's course, rough-neck 
husband, Stanley Kowalski sees 
right through Blanche's vanity. 
Laurie Lapides appearing as 
Blanche DuBois, has appeared 
professionally as Ann Putnam 
and Sarah Goode at the Salem 
Witch Dungeon's theatre 
presentation, has worked as a 
coach for the Randolph High 
School dance program, and as a 
choreographer for . the Sharen 
community thea,tre group. 
Lapides is presently employed in 
the Parron Wei.ss · Casting 
Company's training program for 
commercial and indtmrial film 
week. When asked, "H:>w do you· 
feel about playing lilanche, 
Yivian Leigh's .·t¢le?" Lapides· 
replied, "I have seen the play and 
the remake of the movie. It is an 
~onor to be playing sud~ a 
prestigious role in.. J,\merican 
I1Jeatre. I greatly look forward to 
:performing with such a talented 
(Sa.st under the directim1 of 
Stephen Levine, who is one of 
the besl dir~ctors I've come 
across." 
Grotowski method under Thom2s 
-Olineacz and is presently 
studying under Suzanne 
Rai.11zyck. When asked, "How do 
you l..::e:i about playing Stanley, 
Mafr,;.n Brando's role?" Gallagher 
r~pEeri, ''When I was very young 
I saw the movie version of 
'St:e~.:car' and although I was. at 
the ti::ne, unaware of themes the 
play contained, Marlon Brando's 
portrayai of Stanley Kowalski 
made an impression on me. I 
became a fan of Brando's method 
of acting. I was not impressed by 
the fact that this style showed 
through, regardless of what role 
he played. Although the image 
Marlon created is a strong one, I 
feel that it must be blocked out. 
In. order to play the role 
effectively, one must look not for 
Marlon Brando's Stanley 
Kowalski, but for Tennesse 
Williams' Kowalski, the :i-:vay the 
pfaywrite int~Iided .,.,him." 
Gallagher also added, ''getting 
involved in theatre is something· 
which I have wanted to do all my 
life.} am i;;(~:;tatic to have landed 
this tole. for it is my first real 
role?.,~,r,~i~ ~ .. le>ok . forwar~ .~? ·-
wottcrng·· j"vnld'if·"t:J:!~~in•'·i4a9d!il;liil!l1e1· l.i.11!1li\i1,"'"·····.,... 
cast. lt is· my hope to gain as: 
much exposure to the arts as 
possible and I hope to finish up . taurre Lapides and Don Gallagher are the key within her, by pulsing in semblari~e of passion with every 
lllan .. After bcc~,111ing notoriou{ 
('.~ .... ·• _\ ' Don Gallagher, appearing as 
i:nY undergraduate requirements'.. 
,foid~:gp on to UCLA for my; 
Ma5.ters Degree, perhaps in film." 
players in "Streetcar Named D?s1rem 
Stanley Kowalski, has studied the 
Don Mcliet\n thrills audience at Campus 
Center Au·ditbtium last Thursday~ night 
Perforrr1s all his fav:oritetunes, · · 
· 
By Russell Sherman 
Conunen{ Staff 
Don McLean, armed only with 
a chair, a pitcher of water, his 
guitar and a friend on electric 
guitar thrilled the audience last 
Thursday night at the Campus 
Center Auditorium. 
ms repitoire )V3S a mix of folk, 
blues, pop. and country~ well 
intermixed and interesting. The. 
audience was attentive, but many 
were there .to he~ his :m.os~ 
famous tunes; "Crying." 
"Vincent" and "American Pie." 
They got much, mucp more than 
th.ey barg~iriep for. He saved ·~e. 
best for Ias{p!ayirig. those ·rn.ast 
f~mou:<; songs at the end of his 
show, and intermixing stories,. 
impersonations. funny jokes and 
amusing anecdcn.z.s between the 
scmgs. 
The whole show was great, but 
there were tlu'ee~highlights. First; 
towards the middle of the show, 
he played a song that he learned 
frq~· a 60's. blues guitarist· that 
. ;<'-: 
had incredible lyrics and a playing 
styli~ that made a very captivatiil~ 
·song. , 
Second, he ended his set with 
"American Pie," a song that the 
whole crowd sung along wittt 
His showrnanship and 
professionalism' gleamed as he 
changed a broken guitar string 
without mis~ing a note: 
. Lastly was . his poigna11t,, 
· acoustic version of his -
international hit, "Vincent." that · 
. brought:_ tears t~ tl:le~:. ~yes Qf 
anyone with a heart. His own: 
feelings· and emotions showed 
through well. during· .. this, his 
pr°:1Jably. most wel1:kt1own song. 
McLe.3.n has once agai1f'showri 
that· his showmanship,· guitar 
playing and voiee are bf.the very 
best; and worth the price .. of 
admission many times over. He's 
a true musician of the highest 
caliber that is so· accustomed to 
playing ih ·rronr of an audience 
tliafherriakes'you feel llkeyou're 
sitting around a campfire, singing 
songs. l'm sure BSC would wel-
come him back any time . 
Don Mclean captivated and kept the. au9ience singing at his concert last 
thursdaynightJn·the Adrion Rondileou Cofnpus Center Auditbriwm. He performed for a sell-out crowd.Staff.photobv Paul Cournoyer. 
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Senior stress can strike at any time 
Career Planning and Placement office can help if it happens to you 
John Ryan occupations. some which don't are the same frien~s that will be 
Comment staff · ,,. ~~11 even require a degree. arc:~~:: gra!:~:~ senior This time of year seniors are \~ · W One common problem among stress is pressure from their easy to Pl.ck out. They walk ~1  college seniors is burnout. This friends. Much like their parents, 
around with glazed eyes, their / '#. ~ ~ , / 'A. · \ i's when, during the spring peers also want to know what 
hair on end from being pulled at, / ~~-< semester, the seniors let their their friends are going to do with 
mumbling, "Why did I blow off f.--.·J.:_. ~. "·, \ grades fall below what they their lives and can even do 
that math class freshman year? L . ~~ 11 normally can accomplish. damage without meaning to. An Why did I wait to take library Internal problems also surface example of this would be two intro? I'll never get a job. I am 
. , • • during this time and that can lead students in the same field. One 
never going to graduate, because I to a drop in grade point average. student has done his internship 
will have a nervous breakdown /~';.;:... Burnout is a problem that seniors and fully understands what he is 
trying to pass my seminar class." e should avoid; mainly because this going to do. The other has no 
Does this sound like you or 
someone you know? There is 
help for senior stress at the 
Career Planning and Placement 
Office. Helping in areas such as 
job placement and re-assessment 
of the career skills of a particular 
field. career planning becomes 
one of this college's most 
important services. The best help 
that career planning can do is 
help seniors deal with the stress 
that accompanies the final year 
for many students. 
"disease" that many final year 
students get. It can happen to 
anyone. no matter what they plan 
to do with the rest of their lives. 
It is a difficult time when seniors 
are plunged into the experiences 
of their of their chosen care.er. 
Students worry "Will I get the 
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"o CJ student performances 
·Campus Center Ballroom 6:30 
tickets available in front of.the 
bookstore· 
organized by the 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
ff '• \\ canT~:,! to.:e~~n:;'~~~:~sfor :17nri:~~ ~~~:~~::::.~~em~;; 
) senior stress. The most obvious friend knows everything about 
and common form is pressure the field they intend to enter and 
from parents. Parents want to he knows very little. 
know exactly what their children 
are going to do, haw· much they 
degree fit in with what I want to are going to make, etc. These 
do?n All these questions lead to a questions put a lot of stress on 
difficult time. the shoulders of the hapless 
Experience is a sure way to 
help defeat senior stress before it 
begins. If a student understands 
the job . he wants through 
internship, the stress factor will 
be considerably less. A student 
. who has limited knowledge of a 
particular field will be under 
much more stress than a person 
who has had experience. 
A student's degree can also be a 
big part of senior stress. The 
more defined the degree is, the 
lesser the stress. For example; an 
accounting degree is specific, 
while a theatre arts degree can be 
used . num'bcr of 
student. Even though the parents 
mean well, they can do much 
damage to their children's 
psychological profiles. 
However, many students do 
experience senior stress. Friends 
can be a cause, but they can also 
be a cure for senior stress. It does 
help to know that there are other 
people going through the same 
emotions that you are experi-
encing. These friends can ease the 
pressures just by listening and 
understanding the difficulties 
every senior has. These people 
provide a strong support, which 
. . . 
As explained earlier, not 
everyone will experience senior 
slress. Liz Armstrong, a senior 
with a theatre arts major, says 
that she is under little stress. She 
does know several people who are 
experiencing senior stress and 
burnout. Armstrong says, "I plan 
to take some serious time off 
first, and· not go right into the 
job of my major." She plans to 
travel a little and think about 
what kind of job she wants. 
Senior stress is a serious 
problem which can strike any 
senior at any time. For f urthcr 
information on senior stress, 
contact Denny Ciganovic-
Dircctor of Career Planning and 
P\accmcnt off\cc in the Campus 
are now available for the following positions: 
SGA Executive Board 
SGA Congress· 
Class Officers for 1989, 1990, 1991 
and 
Student Tmstee 
Nonrlnation papers are available in the SGA 
office 
from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm 
All nomination papers are due 
TUESDAY. APRIL 12th at 3:00 pm 
Manditory candidate's meetings will be held Qn: 
D.tesdau. April 12th at 3 pm in the Council Chambers 
and '-
Thursdau; April 14th at 3 pin in the Council Chambers 
Failure to attend will result in 
disqualification. 
(If there is a time conflict, please contact the 
Elections Director or·Assistant Elections Director) 





]Clinicians ~igned to chil-
dren needing social interac-
, ti.on.. l 
JClini~ians from the Early 
intervention portic>n of . the 
clihic · 
]Clinicians .. working·. with 
mildly or moderately mvolv~ 
children. 
]Jean Latanzi · and ·Group 
Leader Cheryl Gorgone assist 
a child on a slide. 
]The helping hands of Ronli 
Beringer aid a child's first 
jump from the low diving 
board. 
]Kirn Ewers 1'blowing 
bubbles11 with her stl1dentin a 
water orientation exercise. 
Clin 
Sin.ce the· Spring of 1974, the Heal 
Recreation Department has sponsored a 
The Children's Physical Developmental 
students from all majors on campus the < 
time working with and learning from chi 
needs in a clinical physical, motor and 
mornings. 
What started 15 years ago as a pilot e::ic 
has grown to a well established progra 
children and youth from 37 communities 
Shore ad Rhode Island are.aS. 
The Clinic has proven to be a satis~ 
seek to help children with special needs re 
The Clinic utilizes the college's Olym1 
gymnasia, an early childhood interventi 
training room and outdoor facilities. The c 
of only about 60 in the country. 
Tlie goal of the Clinic is to improve 
children with special needs. The program 
self-esteem by strengthening the emotion 
life. All individuals need and desire to par 
sports and activities and to succeed in an~ 
Each child in the Clinic program. is 
through observation and assessment, is re: 
needs of the child. The data from this 
develop an individualized program that 
ooncern. 
The Clinic program is directed by Dr. 
Johanne Smith. Reeently Dr. Huber and 1 
Carballo Governor's Award for Excelle 
Commonwealth's highest citation for plib1 
The Clinic. is now accepting applicati01 
all interested students. Applications~ma~ 
office, Rm 103 in the Kelly Gymnasium~ 
:/ Developmental 
• lC 
th, Physical Education and 
community service project -
Clinic. The program affords 
>pportunity to volunteer their 
ldren and youth with special 
social program on Saturday 
periment of twenty children, 
m that now serves some 80 
in the Greater Boston, South 
ach their fullest potential. 
>ic size swimming pool, two 
Jn center, a physical fitness 
evelopmental program is one 
the "total development'' of 
stresses the improvement of 
:tl- social aspects of a child's 
icipate with others in games, 
lCCeptable manner. 
·assigned a clinician who, 
;ponsible for determining the 
assessment is then used to 
addresses specific areas of 
Joseph Huber and Professor 
Lis staff recieved the Manuel 
rice in Public Service - the 
ic service. 
is for the Fall semester from 
r be obtained at Dr. Huber's 
Photographs, Clockwise 
from top: 
]Group Leader Paula McNeil 
and Clinician Heather . Pike 
assist with a child's first at-
tempt to'ride a tricycle. 
"]Oinician Faye August and 
McNeil initiate eye-hand co-
ordination with the use of a 
baloon in an early interven-
tion session. 
]John Sikes's words of en-
couragement constitute feed-
back used to shape appropri-
ate behavior; 
]Ron Ford Tries to block his 
student's jump-shot. Clini-
cians strive to create a level of · 
competition according to the 
needs of the child. 
! 
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Learn and have fun while 
studying in another country 
By Mary MacNeil 
Comment s!?.ff 
What are your plans for the 
upcoming summer? Have you 
begun job-hunting yet, or 
perhaps you're planning to take 
some summer courses? Are you 
challenged by meeting new 
people? Do you get excited about 
traveling in other countries? The 
Career Planning and Placement 
Office suggests some programs 
that enable students to study or 
work in Japan. England, 
Germany, Switzerland, and 
Scandinavia. 
The International Internship 
Programs {IIP). based in Tokyo 
and Seattle, will offer a summer 
study program called "Business 
and Society in Japan, It June 
17-July 29. The program will 
consist of formal instruction, 
homestays, company visits, 
research projects and cultural 
events designed lo give the 
participant a unique, experimental 
perspective. If you'd like more 
information, write: International 
Internship Programs (Seattle 
Office), #406 Colman Bldg., 
XII First Ave. Seattle, WA 
•J8I04. 
handicapped, the Winant-Clayton 
Volunteers are looking for 
participants. Each summer a 
group of about 30 people leaves 
for London in mid-June for ten 
weeks. with three weeks of free 
travel time, and free room and 
board. For more information, 
contact: Linda A. Ziering, 
Coordinator, Winant-Volunteers 
Inc., l 09 E. 50th St. New York, 
NY 10022; or call 
(212) 751-1616. 
The deadline for the fifth 
Congress-Bundstag Youth Ex-
change Program for Young 
Professionals of West Germany 
has long since passed; however 
the program deserves some 
mention here. This work/ study 
exchange program includes a two 
month intensive language course, 
four months of study at a German 
professional or technical school, 
and a six-month internship in a 
German business or industry; 
most participants also stay with a 
German family for all or part of 
the year. This program is offered 
each year to 55 eligible Amer-
icans between the ages of 18 and 
24 with some practical experience 
in their field or lrade and at least a 
high school diploma. For infor-
Individuals wilh a degree ~nd/ mation on next year's program, 
or experience in linguistics, you can call or write: CDS 
business management, adver- International, Inc.. 425 Park 
tising, telecommunications, edu- Ave., 27th Floor. New York, NY 
cation.and the travel indus~ lhe 10022;· {212), 593-3030. o~i:ly tO ~ bglfu•\)B!J i41~'*t'~(}il1·~ j,~,,/:J(f•,17;1~ 'fl':f~cl'.(}t;~,111 JtJii'11"•'1 I 
one year in Japan Lo employees 
of major corporations/ govern-
ment ministries should send a 
resume and photograph to: 
International Education Services, 
Shin Tiaso Bldg.. I 0-7, 
Dogenzaka 2-chrome, Shibuya-
ku, Tokyo 150, Japan. 
The U.S.- Japan Cross Culture 
Center has recently announced 
that it is expanding its one-year 
Japanese language study scholar-
ship program to include three 
categories of awarded benefits. 
For additional information. write 
to the U.S.- Japan Cross Culture 
Center, 244 S. San Pedro St., 
Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 
90012. 
If you·d like to visit London. 
and are interested in working with 
the elderly~ children, and the 
The American College of 
Switzerland offers semester, year 
and summer study- abroad pro-
grams for individuals and co-
operative group programs for 
institutions, curriculum-related 
field trips , throughout Europe, 
international internships. and , 
complete residence facilities near 
Geneva and Lausanne. They offer 
fully accredited B.A., B.S.t A.A.,. 
degree programs in International 
Business Adrninistraion, Econ-
omics, Political Studies, Modem 
Languages, and International 
Studies. If you'd like more infor-
m a ti on, contact the . U.S. 
Admissions Office, The Amer-
ican College of Switzerland, 30T 
Colpitts Rd., P.O. Box 425, 
Weston, MA 02193; (617) 
891-4753. 
A one-month travel and study 
vrogram is being offered by the 
Scandinavian Seminar. The Nor-
dic Summer Seminar includes 
one week each in Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, and Sweden 
living and learning at a Scandi-
navian Folk School. Also being 
offered in the fall semester is a 
study- abroad experience empha-
sizing language acquisition and 
cultural immersion. For more 
information and application 
forms, contact Scandinavian 
Seminar, Box NSS, 24 Dickin-
son St., Amherst, MA 01002. 
Applications for the summer 
session are due by April 15, 
1988. 
The Career Planning and Place-
ment Office has more infor-
mation regarding the programs 
mentioned above and many 
others. They are located on the 
ground floor of the Campus 
Center and invite students to stop 
by during regular work hours. 
If you are interested in a unique 
summer filled with learning, 
these programs are for you. Not 
only is it an interesting oppor-
tunity to expand your knowlege 
of another culture and meet new 
people, it is a challenging ex-
perience. 
The Ultimate Figure Salon 
- EM:11 SW>H JNDl!P£NDEHTLY OWNED AND Ol'f.ltATED 
'Bring a :Friend 
(jet 101 
(Off er expires 







flNfJ IMMOR/1l . 
At The KEY Program, Inc., of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, we 
specialize in matching human service 
and criminal justice professionals with 
casework they can be proud of: the 
opportunity to change the course of a 
troubled life. We're looking for dedica-
tion and enthusiasm in our Caseworkers, 
who work with court-involved and 
troubled adolescents in hoth residential 
and outreach positions. 
And we offer you more than this 
challenge alone. As a member of our 
team, you'll find your professional 
growth and development will be 
encoufaged with generous tuition reim-
bursement, and rewarded with real 
supervisory potential. You'll also enjoy 
extensive training, a competitive salary 
of $17 ,000 per year. and comprehensive 
benefits in this unique 14-month posi- · 
lion. Relocation assistance is 
available. 
To.join us iii.our work, you· need a. 
Bachelor's degree in a re)atc:d human . 
service field, a high energy level and the 
commitment to help teern;1gers pick up 
the pieces of their lives ... and put them 
bac;k together. 
TOCl'IY: 
Ml? l./J. ST()EJ/JE/?J, 
Pf?€5JP€NT OF me 
•'AM€!?/CllN 
NON-TAll PeK50NS 




Opportunities are available in the 
tollowing loeations throughout 
Massachusetts: Springfield, 
Worces~er, Lowell, Westboro, Fall 
River, Wareha,m, Hyannis, Lawrence, 
Methuen and Pittsfield. We also have 
openings in our Providence, Rhode 
Island, office. 
Interested applicants should look for our 
representatives oil (·ampus,' send their 
resumes or call our Main Office for more 
information. 
The KEY Program, Inc. 
670 Old Connecticut Path 




. , . for new hires with successful 
completion of two-month probation~ 
pe~iod. 
The KEY Program,· 
" ·· ·Alternatives outh 
~ l, ·,..' 1 i -
13 
'Definitely, those people 
who ·can't afford college 
·tuition rely on financial aid 
. . t~ get a better education. 0 




Come one, come all to 
Ensemble Theatre's Second 
Annu- day. April 14th at 4 p.m. 
in the Campus Center Demon-
stration Room. Be auctioned, bid 
for a person, or just watch! It is a 
iot of fun and you will be 
supporting Bridgewater State's 
Theatre Club. If you offer 
something good, you could be 
auctioned for a lot of money. 
Example: Someone may offer to 
carry your books around for you, 
or clean your dorm room, or cook 
you a dinner. {Each person will 
give you three hours of his/her 
i.ime and sexual favors or public 
humiliation are not allowed, 
Lmless your person gives his/her 
cnnsent). 
1-\round the to\vn 
stages a fundraiser in order to 
bury four of their sisters currently 
in the convent freezer, victims of 
botulism from vichyssoise 
prepared by the convent chef, 
Sister Julia, Child of God. 
Performances are Tuesday- Friday 
evenings at 8:00 p.m., Saturdays 
at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m., and on 
Sundays at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
Tickets are priced at $21.50 and 
$17.50 for Tues.-Thurs. evenings 
and both Sunday shows. $25.50 
and $23.50 for all shows on 
Friday and Saturday. For more 
information, call the Boston 
Shakespere Theatre box-office at 
52 St. Botolph Street, Boston, 
MA 02116, 267-5600. To charge 
tickets, call ChargeTix at 
542-8511. 
Comment 
The Comment holds its staff 
meetings Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
'Writers, layout staff, photo-
graphers, illustrators, an:d , are 
always needed. 
Horsemen 
fhc Bridgewater Parents for 
Educarion will sponser a 
Candidates' Infonnation Night on 
Friday , April 8 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Academy Building. All 
candidates running for town The Massapoag Horsemen's 
offices have been invited to Association holds its monthly 
attend. This will be an excellent meetings the first Thursday each 
oppurtunity for all Bridgewater month at the Sharon Community 
residents to meet the candidates, Center, Massapoag Avenue, 
ask_questions, and learn about the Sharon, Mass. at 7:30 p.m. 
issaes in order to mak~,a.mor~>·· ~9J:l~J1l~mbers .a~~ .. ·"'elcome~ 
informed .,,-ote on Election DaY: . Gym'lthana''·Ji'o~:''§'fi(i~~fiBe' 
The public is im·itcd to attend. held rhe third Sunday each month 
Refreshments will be served. starting in May. The club will 
Music 
"Nunsense .. ·1s a hilarious 
irreverent musical corned; 
running at the Boston Shakespere 
Theatre. The award winning show 
gently spoofs the Catholic church 
as it recounts the adventurs of the 
Little Sisters of Hoboken, who 
hold an equitation and pleasure 
clinic on Sunday, May 1st at the 
Traut Ring on Cedar Street in 
Sharon. Cal,1 Gayle ~t 384-7054. 
Adele at 543-6245 or Kathy at 
697-5559 for more information, 
· flyers_ or membership forms. 
Spring, events 
Spring Ball tickets will sold in. 
front of the bookstOre- on the 
following dates: April .7, 8, 12;,. 
13. 19, and201 and from the 25 
through ·the 29. Only 50 tickets _ 
wiU be sold each day to allow 
everyone a chance.to buy a ticket. 
Tickets ·are $42 per couple. The 
ball will be held May 4, at the 
Sheraton Mansfield. There will 
be a jazz, band playing during 
dinner. Disc Jockey Paul Bonitto 
will also be performing. 
Celebrate Yqur College Night 
· at Erin's · 
(FREE ADMISSION with BSC ID) 
Whe~e you c.an enjoy your old 
fnends or meet new nrtes 
. ,~ ,-· 
. . 
Hear our DJ·. Ray Baptista 
with over ,9,000 songs for you 
to choose·from and see our 
new exiciting atmosphere 
~ *Free hors d'oeuvres ·? 
Thursday April 7th and 14th 
ERIN'S 63 Weir St. Tanton, 822-5822 
Anderson Gallery exhibit 
is on "the cutting edge" 
By Prof. Stephen F. Smalley their art rela~es as much to past waft1ed and indented. In a positive 
Special to The Comment aesthetics a3 to art of our time sense I am simultaneously 
On every scorecard turned in, and the "cmting edge." A large 7 reminded of Bassett's Allsorts 
the current exhibit in the feet high, 18 feet wide licorice candy and stunning 
Anderson Gallery is a triumph. photocollage (Reliquary) by design. 
Both Maryjean Viano-Crowe Maryjean commands our Just as John's work relates to 
(photography) and John Crowe attention, invites us to step back crossovers and "Cutting Edges" 
(clay sculpture) reach exuberantly and gaze but only if we promise in art, Maryjean's photocollage 
beyond convention and simple to look more closely as combines photography and 
facility in their art. This seasoned photography becomes painting. painting with dignity and grace. 
professional couple, who have More on this compelling work in While the physicality of 
been married for fifteen years, just a minute. "Reliquary" overwhelms you 
continue to display a verve in Symmetrically flanking the with its scale, its intimacy both 
their person and art that is more photocollage are five floor in form and content takes her to 
typically associated with the art groupings of clay objects and reaches of photography where few 
school studios they once roamed three elevated clay peices, dare and fewer succeed. Silver 
together. brilliantly supported by stilt-like toners. torn images and 
Nowhere did the joyful spirit clay legs. John likens this silhouetted textural elements 
of their exhibit step more forward arrangement to a child's early weave and frame a figurative 
than their evening reception, crawls and toddles--it succeeds triptych. Take time, much time, 
March 24. Looking much like a beautifully. While Maryjean is a to explore this expansive work. 
fit and celebrated MTV couple, professor at the Chamberlayne One is reminded of the 
John and Maryjean sprightly held Junior College in Boston, John Pre-Raphaelites, Byzantine icons 
an intimate and gracious court for sees these clay objects. as and a private spirituality in this 
over three hours to an overflow personal metaphors as he gifted undertaking. Her well 
crowd of their current and former courageously resigned in recent documented successes with an 
students, teaching colleagues, months from a lifelong earlier portfolio, "Daughters of 
relatives and many other well profession of art teaching and Mystery," can be observed such 
wishers. On several occasions· administration to pursue art full as in the radiant colors and 
food and drink dwindled so that as time. Overall, a sense of the textures encountered in the dress 
the gallery tempo paraded on, ancients comes forward, funerary on the huge figure at the right. 
more refreshments were needed offerings to Egyptian pharaohs or One should not leave the 
and obtained. The Anderson a god from Greek mythology. exhibit without reading their 
Gallery has not had such Stilts made of terra sigillata artist statements--they are 
sustainednumbersforareception glisten and we are reminded of eloquent, soul-baring and 
in all its illustrious years. ancient Rome. Particularly appropriate. A sense of 
Should you have been in the impressive are his color contrasts unchartered territory seems 
throng on the night of the that range from bleached pastel always with John and Maryjean 
reception, you should return to colors (reminiscent .of David in their work.. Yet, to paraphrase 
the gallery .. at a quieter time, Hockney paintings) to. richly Paul Simon, they need not worry 
\Wm~lri8Jl~••"•:~·*\t\,~~f;,ii, ~~~,,.~~~~" ~\~~ , ~prfac~s of cartoon. graveyards or being 
deeply personal art. Ironically, which are ·wrinkled, smooth, soft in the middle. 
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The coffee lover's breakfast guide 
Paul Prescott 
Special to The Comment 
Welcome back to the breakfast 
review. I have good news and bad 
news. The good news is that I've 
. found two great places that can 
cure your early morning blahs. 
The bad news is now you have to 
get up early. Yes. that nightmare 
that becomes real for all of us 
when the alann goes off and it's 
not noon. The birds may be 
singing, the air may be fresh, but 
who can tell over that natural 
headache that seems to 
accompany early morning. Yes, 
early morning is a dreadful thing, 
but now there is something that 
makes getting up worth the 
effort. 
These two breakfast places fit 
. the criteria that I went over in the 
last article. To refresh your 
memory they are: the 
atmosphere, the coffee, the food, 
and the prices. I'll review each 
breakfast diner individually 
according to these four criteria. 
Stella's 
The first breakfast diper is 
Stella's. Stella's.,is,d6cated on 
Route I06,J9st'over. the town 
line in~~",'Halifax. If you're 
co~' from school, follow 
.Rdtlie 104 towards the Cape, 
immediately following the 
Bridgewater/ Halifax line, Stella's 
will be on Lhc ri 
outside, but don't this 
discourage you. You're not there 
to eat the building; just the food. 
It's a. white cement-looking 
building with a dirt parking lot. 
There is a stree~light type sign 
that flashes and it's open from 
6am to 3pm. It's an easy place to 
drive by, so you have to pay 
attention. All in all, it's about a 
seven minute drive from school. 
As you walk into Stella's. the 
atmosphere is about as dinerish 
· as you get. The air is a little · 
smokey, the booths are hardly 
used, (except the ones nearest to 
the stools) and the stools ·are 
usually occupied by men hunched 
over, drinking coffee, eating, and 
reading the newspaper. They are 
friendly to new· comers~ so don't 
worry. Stella is an elderly woman 
·with eyes that have, energy like a 
twenty year old. She's alert, 
bright. friendly, down t<> earth, 
and experienced with people. 
Stella • is just plain fun to be 
around. If you've been there 
before and she reconiUs jou, you 
can go behind the counter and get 
your own coffee. She appreciates 
this when she is busy because it 
saves her· from doing it This is 
great for reasons I mentioned in 
the last article--if you are too 
tired and incoherent tO speak (as 
most of us are at seven or eight 
am) you don't have to ask for 
coffee. Besides, if Stella isn't 
busy she'll ask you if you want 
coffee and she understands nods 
and can interpert grunting 
responses from the most tired of 
us. When it comes to breakfast, 
Stella is a pro. 
The coffee at Stella's is as 
good as it comes. Very little 
work is needed to get it just 
right. If that first cup of coffee is 
essential to your breathing, 
thinking, and just plain 
functioning first thing in the 
morning, then you're all set at 
Stella's (the only problem is 
functioning well enough to get 
there). The coffee is usually fresh 
because everyone drinks it right 
away creating the need for a new 
pot every twenty minutes. You 
can't beat that. 
The food at Stella's is just as 
it should be. The eggs are always 
as you want them. The homefries 
are delicious. The toast is fresh. 
The regular and blueberry 
pancakes are perfect. The 
cranberry pancakes are a little." 
sweet according to my side-kick 
Roy. (I don't like them,'so I have 
to refer to Roy. We accompany 
each other on all br~akfast 
adventures and an added plus to 
his company is I get second 
opinions.) Roy still orders them 
frequently, so they're really good, 
just not p~rfect. The orange juice 
is fresh and it comes in a regular 
size glass, not one of those little 
glasses that could only satisfy the 
thirst of an ant. 
One of the best things about 
Stella's is the prices. The food is 
inexpensive. The "special" in 
$1.04 with tax and includes three 
Stella's isn't a clean and 
polished place, but its sanitary, 
and as I said before, the 
atmosphere is all diner. The 
coffee, food, and prices are all top 
rate. The rest of the food at 
Stella's is inexpensive as 
compared to most places in. this 
area. 
The next place I'm going to 
review is My Sister and I located 
in Bridgewater Center on the 
rotary between the two hardware 
stores. It's about a three minute 
walk from the Campus Center. 
The outside of it is pleasant 
looking with the name· in gold 
letters OJI the picture window 
facing the street (actually it's the 
only window in the place besides 
the door). From the· outside, the 
place looks like it wouid be just 
as comfortable on Mayberry 
Street and one would be surprised 
to see Aunt Bea sitting in. there . 
with Opie~ · 
My Sistel" andJ 
The atmosphere in My Sister 
and I is best described as· relaxing 
. and friendly, There are booths and 
stools.. . and they are all 
comfortable (as comfortable as a 
stool can be). How clean the air 
is depends on how many people 
are smoking. Like most breakfast 
diners, My Sister and l is small. 
If someone is smoking, you 
smell it unless you are on the 
other side of the room (which is 
about twenty.feet away). Roy and 
I hate cigarette smoke, but it has 
not been .so bad that we've had to 
walk out. 
The coffee at My Sister and I 
is great. It's always fresh and 
seems to be done just right. This, 
of course, is an art that can only 
be mastered by someone who has 
had to get up early for a very 
long time. Cathy, the waitress 
that usually works at the table 
Roy and I sit at, is exceptionlly 
talented at understanding groans, 
so I've never had to do more than 
make an audible sound or nod my 
head to recieve that first cup in 
the morning. Roy, who is more 
awake than me in the morning 
usually responds with; "We live 
for coffee." (We've been going 
there so long that now she just 
asks us if we want our ususal and 
doesn't bother asking us if we 
want coffee). 
The food is great, especially 
the home fries. They're not like 
L1s7L'P 
at any other place, they add 
something to them to make them 
exceptional. I'm usually too tired 
in the morning to figure out what 
they add, so I can't say what it is. 
All I know is they're good. The 
only problem with the homefries 
is that they don't give much of 
them. The quantity that we used 
to recieve with our meals was 
almost double a year ago. The 
eggs are another notable. 
exception. They are always done 
just as you would cook them if 
you were awake enough to do it 
yourself. The orange juice is 
fresh, but comes in the little 
glasses and costs way too much. 
I could finish a .glass of orange 
juice in two gulps and have to 
pay ninety cents or so for it. The 
rest of the food at My Sister and I 
is average. Not great, but not bad 
either. 
My Sister and I is 
inexpensive to eat at. The 
"special" is only $1.58 with tax 
and you get two eggs any style, 
toast, homefries, ··and bottomless 
coffee. The rest of the food is 
moderately priced and no one has 
to worry about a heart attack 
when the tab comes. 
For a quick comparison of 
the "specials", My Sisiter and I 
gives you two eggs (any style), 
toast, homefrjes and bottomless 
. coffee for l.58 including tax. 
Stella's gives you three eggs, 
toast, and bottomless coff ce fo1 
$1.04 including tax. You don'1 
get the homefries at Stella's but 
you get an extra egg and its .54 
cents less (including tax). 
i5 
It ·s Coining II 
The Comment orientation Issue 
If your club/ organization wants ta be 
introducedl submit a description or 
article by Apri I 28. 
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Career of football players shortened by injuies 
Legal advisor 
By Jeffrey A. Newman 
Syndicated Columnist 
Q: I heard one sports announcer 
say that the average career 
lifespan of professional football 
players is only 3. 7 years. On a 
number of occasions, I have seen 
players actually try to injure 
others. Are there ever lawsuits 
that result from these instances? 
A. In recent years, more and 
more players are pursuing their 
rights in court to recoup for their 
injuries which were once 
considered part of their trade. 
These lawsuits range from 
personal injury cases against 
other players to worker's 
compensation claims against the 
teams. In one case, Denver 
Broncos' free safety. Dale 
Hackbart, intercepted a pass in a 
game against. the Cincinnati 
Bengals. Running back Bobby 
Clark, apparently out of 
reasonable price. The suit also 
claims that Lloyds of London and 
other major London re-insurers 
were part of a group that 
demanded the change from 
"occurrence" to "claims made" 
liability policies. Massachusetts 
Attorney General James Shannon 
charged that the defendants were 
using "back room deals," secret 
communications and thinly veiled 
threats to expand the scheme to 
ot~er companies. 
Q: Doe8 the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 make any difference as to 
whether my wife and I should file 
separate tax returns? 
A: Every couple should 
Q: After the Supreme Court's 
recent decision allowing a high 
school administrator to censor a 
school newspaper, what is the 
status of the First Amendment in 
Massachusetts regarding the 
student press? 
A: As to high. school 
frustration, hit Hackbart in the A: Experts say that about one · filed in the U. S. District Court 
carefully evaluate their tax 
situation before filing a. joint tax 
return because of the changes in 
the Tax Reform Act. While 
before, almost all married couples 
saved money by filing joint tax 
returns, that is not the case now. 
Now, the decision to file joint or 
separate returns may depend on 
each couples' mix of deductions 
and credits. Tax rates for filing 
separately are still generally 
higher than those tax· rates for 
joint filers but the new law has 
cut overall tax rates. One of the 
newspapers, the Supreme Court 
upheld traditional authority of 
local officials to control the 
school environment. This 
decision does not, however, effect 
privately owried school 
newspapers or college newspapers 
where the school is not state 
funded. Recently, a legislative 
panel in Massachusetts gave a 
strong endorsement to a new bill 
which would guarantee student 
newspapers First Amendment 
rights. The bill, proposed by 
representative Nichola Paleologos 
(D- Woburn) would sharply 
curtail the censoring authority of 
school officials in Massachusetts. 
Opposition to the bill came from 
Massachusetts Association oJ 
School Superintendents and the 
Massachusetts Association of 
School Committees. Contact 
head, knocking him to the to four million children have and involved the Offices of the ground. Hackbart sued the been prescribed Ritalin in the Attorney Generals in eight states. Bengals saying that the action United States. Recently, five It alleges that the country's 
factors that may be considered is your legislator on this issue. 
fcI1 outside accepted behavior. Massachusetts ·parents filed largest liability insurers, The case was dismissed, but a malpractice suits _against six including Hartford Fire Insurance, medical expenses of the couple. 
Medical expenses can now be Legal questio.ns? Call Jeffrey A. 
higher court ordered a trial, pediatricians, charging them with Allstate, AETNA and CIGNA 
written off only to the extent that Newman, a practicing Boston 
saying that a player can recover negligence in prescribing Ritalin conspired to raise prices and limit 
they exceed 7.5% of the adjusted att?me~, at F800-448-03_03, or under the rightcircumstances and and claiming it caused permanent coverage. and, as a result, some 
gross income. This is up from wnte him at the Law Offices ~f that a certain level of lawlessness brain damage and other injuries to policy holders~ including 
5%. Consultanaccountantora Jeffrey A. Newman, Oh 
was intolerable .. The case was their children, There have be.en a governments, n~m-profit groups 
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Q: My son has been treated 
with a drug called Ritalin for his A: A new ·suit, which has been 
hyperactivity. I recently read that filed by th~ Massachusetts· 
Ritalin can cause permanent brain · Attorney General1 suggests that 
damage and that people have sued the so-called liability insurance 
doctors as a result of this. What crisis was actually created by the 




• • Treat yourself to the Underwater Experience! Leamto scuba • 
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! dive with Undeiwater Outfitters. The course consists of 5 : 
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4 Porter Street 
St9ughton, MA 02072 
(6"17) . 341 ;.4800 .. 
• 
.Across from the Post Office. o the side of the H&R Block building. : 
.. 
: · Hours 10:00 a.m. to 6:00p-m. : 
*Connecticut Careers Trainee 
Starting" Salary $19,204 with 
B.S. Degree and $19,897 with a 
Master's Degree 
-Accounting (:areers Trainee 
Starting Range $20,589· 
$22,671 
-Revenue Examiner 
Starting Range $24,484-$29,240 
B.S. Degree with a minimun 
or 9 semester hours in Accounting 
B.S. Degree with a minim um of 
15 semester hours in Ace o u n ti n g 
Six (6) years of experience in 
in Auditing and Accounting 
(Academic experience may be substituted) 
All applicants must take and pass a merit examination which will be conveniently 
scheluded. Salary to increase in accordance with pending Collective Bargining 
Negotiations. 
· If you would like more information about our Auditing opportunities, call or . 
send your resume and cover letter to either of the agencies listed below. 
Personnel Division 
Recruiting & Testing Center 
1 Hartford Square West, Suite lOlA 
Hartford, CY-06106 
(203) 566-2501 or566-2746 
Department of Revenue Service 
92 Farmington Avenue 
Hartford, CT 06105 
(203) 566-3879 or 566-1913 
· · In CT can roll Free 1-800-842-2220, Minorities and Women are encouraged to apply AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/ AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
•·. Monday - $aturday • 
. •'• ...............•................... ·• '.i.-----------------------~-------------..1 
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Sports 
Bridgewater Bears action. 
Softball wins opener 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
The Bridgewater State College 
women's softball team easily 
defeated Smith College to sweep 
their double header home opener 
this past weekend. 
BSC won the first game 4-1, 
and took the second game 5-2. 
With these victories, the team 
raised their record to 5-0. 
In the opener, pitcher Judy 
Reid, combined with some 
excellent defensive plays, held 
Smith College to just two hits. 
The scoring began in the 
bottom of the first inning for 
BSC, with the team sending six 
batters to the plate. After Smith 
pitcher. Cindy Corbett walked 
Cindy Mello, Cathy Karl hit a 
double, advancing Mello to third. 
Sheila Maloney hit a pop fly, 
which first baseman Missy 
Petcen was unable to get'. This 
allowed Mello and ~J,,•·t6' score, 
for a 2-0 BSC J~ct·~:" 
In the s~eorid, Donna Landry 
led ·'with a base hit for 
~:~ater. Landry advanced to 
· ,, second, thanks to Kim 
Newcomb's sacrifice bunt. Smith 
The Women's Lacrosse Team 
opened its 1988 season with two 
tough losses against Smith 
College and Mt. Holyoke. 
This yeat's team is young but 
progressing well, under head 
coach Kathy Mcsweeney and 
assistant coach Kathy Stockman, 
although there are only six 
returning players; senior 
co-captains, Karen Nash and 
Wendy Stoddard a.nd Dale 
DeConto and sophomores Pam 
Holm, Kristin Damore and 
Andrea Erickson. In addition there 
are the following newcomers who 
pitcher ·corbett wfilked Angela 
Disharoom, and.then threw a wild 
pitch. BSC now had runners at 
second and third. Landry . scored 
on a Kathy McGough sacrifice 
fly. Mello then gained an RBI, 
on a single to left field, which 
gave Bridgewater a 4-0 lead. 
The top of the third began when 
Smith team member Maryann 
Stewart gave her team their first 
hit against Reid, a single to left. 
But, Stewart was caught stealing 
second. It would not be until the 
seventh inning before Smith had 
another hit and a runner on base. 
In the fifth inning. BSC failed 
to convert on a bases loaded 
situation, thanks to some key 
plays on the part of the Smith 
College infield. 
Smith College finally came 
alive in the top of the seventh. 
With two outs, Daniela Cimino 
reached first base on a throwing 
error, as did the next batter, 
Corbett. This placed runners on 
first and second. A base hit by 
Petcen scored Cimino for Smith's. 
only run in the first game. 
Bridgewater pitcher Reid had six 
strikeouts over the seven innings, 
getting her final one, which ended 
the game, thanks to Ann 
Gervasio. 
The second game began with 
Smith College continuing the 
momentum it started at the end 
of the first game. 
Lead off batter Tanya Culber-
son had a single, and went to 
second on a Peg Zokowski 
sacrifice bunt. BSC pitcher 
Stephanie Ponte walked the next 
two batters, Cimino and Corbett, 
to load the bases. After Petcen 
flied out, Jen Tyne singled to 
give Smith its first lead over 
Bridgewater, 1-0. · 
Bridgewater came out strong in 
the bottom of the inning, with 
Disharoom and Mello being 
walked. Both advanced on a 
Corbett wild pitch. Corbett then 
threw another wild pitch, scoring 
Disharoom. Karl then sacrificed 
to score Mello, putting BSC in 
the lead 2-1. They would not trail 
again. 
Both teams were scoreless for 
the next three innings. 
Bridgewater broke the dry spell, 
when Mello hit a triple to 
centerfield. The in-coming throw 
was wide of third base, and went 
acrosse swept· away 
are adding strength to the 
program; Cindy McDonnell, 
Danielle Webber, Martha Wall, 
Marilyn Gomes, Debi Ruso, 
Chrissy Otenti, Meagan 
O'Connelr~ Melinda Moleon, 
Lynne Cullen, Suiannne 
Sherwood, Nancy Delaney, Kim 
Conrad, Tricia Cullen and 
Maureen· Saliba .. 
In t~e official· season opener 
agains·t Smith. the Bears' 
inexperience proved detrimental 
as they were defeated 16-2 with 
scores from Nash and Webber. 
In the s~cond game on the 
Catch the action! 
Bridgewater turf versus Mt. 
Holyoke, the team showed 
improvement and strength with 
the scoring of nine goals but 
. once again were overpowered, 
· 18~9. Scores for the Bears came 
from Nash (5), Webber (1), 
Conrad (1)~· and DeConto (2). 
The Lady Bears continue to 
improve and hope. to return 
positive results when they face 
Tufts and Wheaton at home. 
Thursday and next Wednesday, 
respectively, Come and support 
the team. 
Linet9ut1 .. ,,: ~Jrhe :BridgewatetStatefWbrnerfs; Rugby team jumps·for the 
ball against MIT in last Saturday's game. 
Safe! Angela Disharoom slides into home 
to score a run. (Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer.) 
Men's Track team 
off to a good start 
By Sarah Duggan 
Comment staff 
The Bridgewater track and field 
is off to a runni 
m very competitive events this 
past Saturday at the Fitchburg 
Invitational. 
Paul Gaines placed first in the 
400 meter high hurdles with a 
time of 15.3. Freshman Tim 
Mann placed with his 22'6" long 
jump and a 43'9 1/2" triple jump. 
Mann looks to be a new positive 
force on the team. 
An established competitor, 
Gregg Cornell placed 2nd in the 
5,000 meter with a time of 15'9". 
Also victoriously holding 2nd 
place was Adam Pearl in the· 800 
meter. 
Piacing 3rd in pole vault with 
a vault of 12'4" was BSC's Tom 
Furche. 
Merle Mackie, like Furche, 
captured a 3rd place for himself 
and the team. Mackie ran the 400 
a time of 51'7". 
In the field event of discus, 
Bill Greene, executed a throw of 
107'1 l ', a personal best. . 
Competitors who also 
performed in the meet were Dan 
Simms in the 110 high hurdles~ 
Mike Keanan in the 1500 meter 
race; Paul Watson: and Steve 
Mohars in the 100 and 200 meter 
race. 
Next Saturday the men's and 
women's track teams will 
compete in the SMU Invitational 
at 10:00 am, hopefully to match 
or better their last pcrf ormance. 
Women's Rugby 
battles MIT 
By Gina Aiello 
Comment staff 
· first try. The second half was 
tough for both teams; neither of 
which were used to full 40 
This past Saturday was a minute halves. MIT scored 
perfect day for just about another two trys, one of which 
everythin~, includi~g a rugbr was strongly debated by 
· game. Bndgywater s Wornen s - Bridgewater. The last 10 minutes 
Rugby team had their first match , of the g(.lme wa~ dominated by 
.against MIT. . , . Bridgewater,. in a last futile 
The first game of the season attempt for a try. Bridgewater 
was a tough battle for kept t~e ball in th,eir possession 
Bridgew.ater, losing 12-0. The and .just a few feet from iheirtry 
,,Bridgewater women showed zone. They did get the ball in the, 
'"Poten(!a1 ,for..fl,lture success, .a~d . try zone.t'\~iGc.;butthe.'!efei;ee did 
;ctict weu agai~st,'~Tfonsi4~rin&·"·c,::not'tecognize e.itner'aS at.ry. . 
, that MIT ha·s ··a>·coach,~ Whfle'1:·. · . , 
·Bridgewater does not · •. Wfo or lOse, Bridgewater did 
. . . '<\,an excellent job and is looking .. 
. Bridgewater .dominated the , forward to next Sat da • 
line-outs. Sctumddwn wins were· · against Boston Wo l,lr , Y s ·game 
rt b b h . d th . men s. 
:_sp 1 . Y ot tea1Il~, an· · · · e · .The -team, would also like to 
,backs also showed great,e. ffort. . recogn· ·i'ze rook' I..T h ·· 
·· B ·. ··'': : · · · · · . ies neat er 
. oth teams, were.strong in.the Lambert .. Denise M h .. d 
first half, with :MIT scoring the Lori Lendh for ullrp Y an 
. . an exce . ent g8:!11e. 
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Visigoths destroy 
Framingham St. 
B:y Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff 
The Men's Rugby team got 
lh\!ir revenge this past Saturday 
as they totally destroyed the 
Frarningham State ruggers. 
The Visigoths played some 
serious rugby to win 9-0 in the 
A-game and 16-0 in the B-game, 
\.'rasing any lingering memories 
nf last semester's 19-14 loss. 
Dominating in every aspect of 
the game, the Visigoths were 
able to control Framingham from 
downfield. 
The scoring came from the 
efforts of Brown and Hebb in the 
first half. Brown totalled five 
points from a penalty kick (3) 
and a conversion kick (2). Hebb 
contributed four points by 
carrying I.he ball in for a try. 
In the seeond half the Visigoth5 
continued the domination. 
The B team had equal succes~ 
in their game. 
The scum, with the power from 
Mike Petriilo, Charlie Doherty, 
Phil Diaz, and Frank Faherty, 
start to finish. kept the ball in the hands of the . 
tacks. Dave Enos slides to base during Thursday's game against Salve The scrum was able to plow 
over Framingham with ease and 
strength. The strength was 
provided by the energies of Tim 
Dever, Tom Devin. Scott Brown, 
Leroy X. Staples, Mark 
Mcspelli, Dave Nee, Allen Hebb, 
The backs played tricks on Regina. Enos helped the Baseball team win by scoring three runs. 
Framingham by running circles (Staff photo by Paula Roberts) 
around them with their quick 
and Tom Twiss. 
Scrum half Bill Marnelli got 
the ball out quickly to Lhe backs 
who then forced their way 
downfield. 
Chris Murphy, Rick DaSilva, 
John Maclellan, the backs, played 
an errorless game. Wings Mike 
Collar and Craig Wardle made 
powerful tackles, ending any 
hope of the Framingham backs 
scoring. 
Full back Dan Coady had an 
excellent game as he had some 
strong kicks. keeping the ball 
moves. 
Rookie Rick Damon faked out 
the Framingham defense by 
catching the ball and passing it 
out to Gary Parziale. Parziale, 
with his quickness, sprinted 50 
yards to score a tty. 
Craig HaII skillfully broke 
through Framingham to score 8 
points for the team by carrying in 
two trys. 
The strength of Petrillo was 
able to force by the defense to 
score a try also. 
Next the Visigoths challenge 
Lowell University Rugby club 




King Frat 1-1 
The Fivers 2-0 
No Soap Radio 1-1 
Power Hungry 0-2 
Peils Light 1~1 
P. Pand and Nail Dr~ 5 1-1 
The Dead 1-1 
Lillian and Friends . 2-'-0 
O'Giadys 1-1 
The Kupachek.s 1-1 
Street Hockey· 
Peils Light 2-0 
Egan 1s Egg Beaters 2-0 
Deamons 0-1 
Wild Pigs 1-1 
Mutant Fireplugs 0-1 
Bedspins-Off · · l-1 
Hanson Brothers 0-1 
Charleston Chiefs 0-1 
Derelyks · .•. 1-0 




RT. 44 LAKEVILLE 
STORE GOODS FOR SUMMER 
Rent for two months Get one month free . 
with College ID 
(ONE FREE MON'.TH PER CUSTOMER) 
*You store it, You lock it, You keep the key 
*Multiple sizes to fit your needs 
*Commercial and Household storage 
*Storage aids and locks to help you move smart 
*MasterCard and Visa welcome 
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 14. 1988 
Baseball beats Salve Regina 11-3; 
Goes 1-1 against Merrimack 
By Angela Cornacchioli 
Comment staff 
Last Thursday afternoon the 
Bears Baseball team captured 
another victory as they defeated 
Salve Regina College 11-3. 
Saturday their success was split 
as they went 1-1 against 
Merrimack College. 
Salve Regina were Mike Marini 
(1), Ed Kangas (1), Dave Enos 
(3), Chris Mercadante (I), Shawn 
Barry (1), Troy Sousa (2), and 
John 0 1Leary (2). 
Against Merrimack, the skills 
of Marini and Kevin Higgins 
The second game the Bears had 
Brian Whidden, Larry Taglieri, 
and Doug Benoit man the 
pitching duties. 
Marini and O'Leary scored the 
two runs for the Bears. 
were able to score two runs each. This weekend the Bears have a 
Mercadante successfully scored busy schedule. This 'J'hursday 
two homeruns. (April 7th) the Bears hoSt SMU 
The fust game they powered to 
, win 9-2 then Merrimack took 
over to win 12-2. 
Enos, Kangas, and Sousa all at 3:00 and on Saturday Mas~. 
contributed one run apiece for the Maritime comes to . town. ~ 









loB f AIR ~Bo 
April 13, 1988 . 
11:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. 
CAMPUS CENTER BALLROOM 
Drawing for door prizes to be held! 
Prizes courtesy of 
• Dorr's Stationery• United Parcel Service (UPS)• Gotshalk's Clothing • 
co-sponsored by 
• Student Employment f Referral Service Career Planning & Placement Off ice 











7 SMU 3:00 
9 Mass. Maritime 1:00 
Men's Tennis 
9 NiChols 1 :00 




BSC 11 Salve Regina 3 
BSC· 9 Merrimack 
SOFTBALL 
,:.B~C 4 ··smith College 1 
' ~ass; ~ Smith College 2 
WOMEN'S ' LACROSSE 
Smith College 16 'BSC. 2 
Mt. Holyoke 18 BSC 9 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
URI 14 BSC 3 
MEN'S RUGBY 
BSC-A 9 Framingham State 0 
BSC-B 16' Framingham 0 
WOMEN'S RUGBY 
MIT 12 BSC 0 
Softball 
out of play. Mello was given 
home plate, and the lead was now 
3-1. 
The following inning began 
with Betty Brown's single ·to 
right, advancing Sue }lodgkins, 
who reached first on a throwing 
error. Joan Bruno hit a sacrifice 
fly. scoring Brown. Then, 
Winnie McGarry also had .hit a 
sacrifice fly, scoring Hodgkins .. 
Bridgewater lead the game~ 5-1. 
Smith mzide one last attempt to 
win, but fell shorL With two 
outs, Zokowski doubled to 
centerfield. The next batter, 
Cimino, also doubled to center, 
scoring Zokowski. Bridgewater 
ended the game, by forcing 
Corbett to fly .out. The final 
score was Bridgewater 5, and 
Smith 2. 
The softball team's next game 
is Thursday. April 7. at Bentley 
College. Game time is at 3:00 
p.m. 
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Men's Lacrosse 
defeated by URI 
By Lori Lendh 
Special to the Comment 
· fast break. Another scoring drive 
came when Brendan Wilcox cut 
across the front arid with the 
assistance of Duncan scored.· 
William Hines scored his first 
goal for BSC against URI's zone 
defense on an outside shot. 
The Women's Rugby team sets a scrum 
Superb performances from Guy 
Dewolf and Ken Fraser were 
BSC's strengths. Fraser hasn't 
played much because of 
obligations but he came right in 
and did a fine job. 
Women's Lacro$se 
7 Tufts 3:30 
13 Wheaton 3:30 
Men's Rugby 
9 Lowell 1 :00 
Softball 
9 Plymouth State 1 :00 
12 SMU 3:15 
Men's Lacrosse 
12 Northeastern 3:00 
''No matter how· 
bad they are, ' 
Grandrila loves 
t 
Men such as Jim White way, 
Jack Horgan, Chris Meech, and 
Jim Costello are really playing 
well these days. Morris Mulchay, 
Seth Baker, Tony Cardoni have 
improved a lot since last season 
and are a strong trio for the team. 
The team is working harder 
under Mike Abb's fine coaching. 
Their next game will be April 8 
away at Tufts University. On 
April 12th the team will be back 
home to play Northeastern. 
)'bu miss her sparkling 
sense of hurnoc She misses 
you and your jokes. Even the 
had ones. That's one good 
reason to call long distance. 
AT&T Long Distance Service 
is another good reason. Be-
c'ausc it costs less than mu 
think to heai·your gran'd-
mother start to giggle be-
t( >re \'OU even ol't to the • i:"> punch line. 
So whenever mu miss 
her laughter, bring' a smile 
to her.face vvith AT&T. Reach 
out and t0uch somccme~i 
IJmu'd like LU knovv more 
ahcn1t AT&T products and 
sr:rvices1 like the AT&T Card1 





The right choice. 
" 
' 
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Campus Bulletin Board 
Big Band Bash! - the Bridgewater State College Jazz orchestra 
plays host to the Stoughton High School jazz band on Tuesday, April 
12, 1988 in the Horace Mann Auditorium, Boyden Hall, at 7:30 p.m. 
Each group will play a mini-concert, then join forces for a finale. 
Free and open to the public. 
The Liberal Arts and You - on Monday evening, April 
11th, the Career Planning and Placement Office, in conjunction with 
the Office of Alumni Relations and Development will co-sponsor a 
career panel for graduating seniors, entitled The Liberal Arts and You: 
The Formula for Business Success. The evenings featured speakers 
will be Bridgewater State College Alumni from the fields of public 
relations, real estate, and investment/finance. The program will begin 
promptly at 6:30 p.m. in the Heritage room, mail floor, Maxwell 
Library. Admission is free to all Bridgewater students. For additional 
information, please contact the office of Career Planning and 
_ Placement at 697-1328. 
Dress for Success Seminar - SAMS and the Career 
Planning and Placement will be holding a seminar on Dress for 
Success on Tuesday April 12, 1988 from 3:30 - 5:00 p.m. in the 
Heritage Room of the Maxwell Library. Our presenter will be 
Kathleen Pratt, a consult.ant with extensive experience in this area. 
There is no charge. 
International Club - On April 15th the International Club will 
hold its biggest annual event in the Campus Center Ballroon from 
6:30 to 11 :30 p.m. International Night will feature food from various 
rnuntrics, live music and performances by international students. 
Fun for All - on April 11th from 7-8 p.m. the East Bridgewater 
YMCA is allowing Bridgewater State College students and friends 
over the age of 18 to participate in a splashing experience! Water 
Polo will be at its finest at the Y! Directions will be on posters 
around campus. All you need is transportation, a bathing suit, towels 
and a noncompetitive attitude, and some swimming experience. A 
lifeguard will be on duty at all times. If you have any questions 
regarding this splashing experience, call the East Bridgewater YMCA 
and ask for Brian Jenney. 
Announcing Three Courses on Women Open to 
All Students, Female and Male 
ID 230 Introduction to Women's Studies Professor Pezzulich 
Introduction to Women's Studies is an interdisciplinary approach to 
understanding the experience of being a woman. Through the study of 
topics such as those outlined below, the course will explore the 
nature, accomplishment, and potential of women - as they have been 
seen and as they see themselves. 
11WF 10-10:50 
HI 349 The History of American Women Professor O'Connell 
The course covers the history of American women from the colonial 
period to recent times. The major emphases of the course are the 
diversity of women's lives and experiences along regional, class and 
ethnic lines; exploration of those social and econoll)ic factors which 
induced role change for women; and the degree to which women 
played an active role in shaping their own lives. Course work will 
show both transformation and surprising continuity in women's roles'. 
Topics will be supplemented with films shown in class and on Dial 
Acess. 
MWF 9-9:50 
PL 206 Liberation Ethics: Se~ism, Racism, Agism, and 
Third World Issues Professor Quaglio 
The course examines the conditions of oppression and_ the various 
issues concerning rights and obligations that emerge under such 
conditions. A f emillist perspective informs the course as a whole, and 
there will also be a section dealing with gender issues. 
MWF 12-12:50 
Summer Job Fair - there will be a summer job fair at 
Bridgewater State College on Wednesday, April 13~ 1988 ~rom ~ 1 
a.m. - 3 p.m. Fifty employers -from eastern Massachusetts w1l~ be m 
the campus center ballroom to meet with students. The event is free. 
Door prizes will be available. This is co-sponsored by the student 
employment referral service and career planning and placement offices. 
Spring Ball Tickets 
so_ tfckets will be sofd on -each of the 
f off owing dates:· 
April 7 / 8, I 2, I 3, J 9 ~ and 2 0, 
and from the 25 through 29. 
For more r'nforrno.tion look a.t Calendar 
· of Events. 
Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies 
has a number of electivies asking questions of real interest next 
semester. 
PL 205 Medical Ethics Professor James 
Course asks whether abortion is ever justified~ and whether the patient 
has the right to refuse life saving treatment - e.g.. a blood 
transfusion. 
TX 9:25 
PL 301 Great_ Philosophers I Professor Cheney 
Course examines the central ideas of Plato and Aristotle and asks 
what schools and thinkers came out of them. 
TX 10:50 
PL 350 Seminar: Amoralism, Egoism, and Altruism 
Professor Sanders 
Discusses alternative rational life plans - addressing such issues as the 
good of the self, strategies of self-interest, and interpersonal 
compatibility. 
MWF 11:00 
PL Symbolic Logic Professor Fitzgibbons 
Develops the theory and paractical technique of symbolic logic to 
help the student to distinguish good from bad reasoning. 
M'NF 1:00 
PL 405 Philosophy of Language Professor Sanders 
Asks whether thought is possible without language and whether one's 
language detennine the way in which one understands reality. 
MWF 10:00 
PL 407 Philosophy of Science Professor James 
Considers whether the method of science is all that different from the 
method of poetry or meditation and whether science gives us all the 
truth - any truth. 
TX 12:15 
RE 221 Introduction to the Old Testament Professor Bolye 
Presents the historical and cultural background, literature and 
· interpretation of the Old- Testament 
MWF 12:00 
RE 315 Topics: Roman Catholicism and Social Justice 
Professor Quaglio 
Brings into dialogue Marxist thought, liberal democratic tradition, 
theory of capitalism, and the social justice encyclicals of the Roman 
Catholic Church. 
TX 9:25 
Chellis Fellowship Re-Opened - seniors and alumni who 
have applied to and/or been accepted for graduate study are encouraged 
to make application to the Dr. Barbara Chellis Memorial Fellowship 
Program. Applications will be accepted from individuals majoring in 
Art, English~ Foreign Language, History, Music, Philosophy or 
Theatre Arts. Applications may be obtained from members of the 
Faculty and from the Office of Student Services, Boyden Hall. 
Deadline for submission of materials is April 29~ 1988. In the event 
that no senior qualifies the Fellowship may be awarded to an alumnus 
. _ aheady engaged in grad~te study. 
Presidential Scholar Applications Available -
Undergraduate Students who have been enrolled on· a full-time basis 
for at least one academic semester in the day school, and who have 
maintained a grade point average of 3.3, are eligible to make 
application to the Presidential Scholars Program. Applications may 
be obtained at the Honor's Center located in Harrington Hall or at the 
Office of Student Services, Boyden Hall. The deadline for the 
submission of completed application materials is April 29, 1988. 
Discontinuation of Sunday night service on 
Campus Shuttle - The Transit Service will discontinue its 
Sunday night service on the Campus Shuttle as .of 10:30 p.m. on 
April 17, 1988. 
Ensemble Theatre's Second Annual People 
Auction - Come one and all to the Ensemble Theatre's Second 
Annual People Auction, Thursday, April 14, at 4 p.m. in the 
Campus Center Demonstration Room. Be auctioned, bid for a person~ _ 
or just watch. It is a lot of fun and you'll be supporting Bridgewater 
State College Theatre Club. 
Need a Friend? a Listener? 







Sponsored by the 
Peer Ministers of 
the Catholic Cente 
Classifieds 
PART TIME • HOME 
MAILING PROGRAM! -
Excellent income! Details, 
send self- addressed, stamped 
envelope. West. Box 5877, 
Hillside, NJ 07205. 
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly 
at home! Write: P.O. Box 17, 
Clark, NJ. 07066. 
LOCAL. AND NATION 
WIDE EDUCATIONAL 
PLACEMENT 
SERVI CE: Teachers/School 
Administrat- ors seeking entry 
level or professional 
advancement. Contact: Dr. 
Mack, Education Job Search, 





openings in classified sales 
department. Benefits: comm-
ission, hourly wage, flexible 
schedule, vacation, health plan 
available. Apply: 232 Broad 
St. (across from Campus 
Plaza). No phone-calls please. 
CONCERNED - arc you 
concerned about the Boston 
Church of Christ? You shou1'l 
be! We can help with the I'· .... 
resources and answers, please I "'""'\; 
wriLc: Concerned, P.O. Box 
427, Bridgewater. MA 02324. /'· 
ii·'~' 
GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$15,400 - $7?..,500 now hir-
ing, excellent benefits. Call 
(504)649-7922 ext. J ~ 1967. 
MODELS WANTED -
must be eighteen, willing to 
sign release form. Payment in 
free slides of you. Send 
self-addressed:, stamped 
envelope, photo appreciated, to 
Rose Petals Photo, Box 130, 
Teaticket, MA 02536. 
Put this 
Space to 
work! 
Call 
697-
1200 
.. _ 
ext.2158 
